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Abstract 

The Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag (LKAB) Kiirunavaara mine is a large scale sub-level 
caving (SLC) mine in northern Sweden. The use of SLC as a mining method inherently 
causes significant rock mass movements above the extraction level. It has been one of the 
objectives of LKAB since the early 1990s to accurately forecast the global stability of the 
footwall in relation to the inherent rock mass movements from the sub-level caving. In the 
Kiirunavaara case, the dip of the main ore-body entails the footwall to develop as a rock 
slope confined by cave material from the hangingwall. 

It has been discussed that the global stability of the footwall is likely related to the interaction 
of two or more failure mechanisms acting in combination, however, the true footwall failure 
mechanisms are still debated. The objective of this thesis is to study and evaluate the footwall 
behaviour and determine the predominant mechanisms by combining data from field 
observations, numerical modelling and seismic data analysis.   

Field data was collected through damage mapping on decommissioned levels in the footwall 
on depths between 120 to 700 m for the full 4 km ore-body length. From the mapping data 
a conceptual boundary between damaged and undamaged footwall rock was established in 
the form of a damage boundary surface. The 3D geometry of the damage surface was 
analysed and a section was extracted and used in calibrating numerical models for simulating 
the footwall behaviour in response to mining. A parametric study was performed to highlight 
high impact inputs and study plausible origins of the conceptual damage surface. A base case 
model was adopted to explain the failure evolution and used in the analysis of seismic data. 
The seismic data was analysed with respect to origin mechanisms as well as temporal and 
spatial location patterns. 

The outline of the large scale footwall fracturing interpreted from the conceptual damage 
surface was geometrically complex. No single principal failure modes could be identified 
from evaluating the 3D geometry favouring the initial assumption of multiple mechanism 
interactions. In addition, the mapping data itself indicated changes in failure mode with 
respect to depth. On higher levels structurally controlled damages were predominant while 
general rock mass failures became common on lower levels. The parametric study related the 
highest influence on plastic response to the internal cohesion followed by internal friction 
angle. This was interpreted for the base case as the rock mass being more sensitive to shear 
failures in favour of tensile failures. This indication was further strengthened by the 
evaluation of the seismic data. The origin analysis of the seismic events pointed to a 
significant dominance of shear origin events clustered in active fracturing volume indicated 
by the base case numerical analysis. 

By combining field observations, numerical modelling and seismic analysis a plausible 
description of the large scale footwall fracturing could be provided. The structurally 
controlled failures in the upper and mid portion of the footwall are reactions to active failure 
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on deeper lying levels. Active fracturing of the footwall rock mass occurs based on the 
numerical and seismic results on levels on and underneath the current mining level. On the 
levels where active fracturing takes place the rock mass is confined by the support pressure 
from the un-mined ore-body. As mining progresses deeper the confinement is lowered as the 
ore is replaced by low stiffness cave rock. Due to the loss of support pressure the rock mass 
expands towards the sub-level cave and the induced weaknesses are activated and manifested 
as drift damage during rock mass mobilisation. The numerical models showed that the 
mobilised rock mass above the mining level exhibits the displacement pattern of a potential 
curved shear failure. This failure path intersects both the footwall slope face and the 
structures from the upper footwall and thus enables these structures to shear.      
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Sammanfattning 

Kiirunavaara i norra Sverige är en storskalig skivrasgruva ägd av LKAB (Luossavaara-
Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag). Malmen bryts genom skivras, en metod som medför stora 
bergmasserörelser ovanför den aktiva brytningsnivån. Sedan början av 1990-talet har det varit 
ett av LKABs mål att prognostisera den storskaliga stabiliteten hos liggväggen i relation till 
bergmasserörelserna från brytningen. På grund av malmens stupning och geometri kan 
Kiirunavaaras liggvägg approximeras som en storskalig bergslänt som påverkas av ett externt 
mottryck skapat av rasberg från hängväggen. 

Tidigare diskussioner om liggväggens storskaliga stabilitet har föreslagit att utvecklingen styrs 
av två eller flera mekanismer som verkar i kombination men vilka dessa mekanismer är har 
inte kunnat fastställas. Syftet med denna avhandling är att studera och utvärdera liggväggens 
beteende och bestämma de dominerande brottsmekanismerna genom att kombinera data från 
fältobservationer, numeriska modeller och seismiska analyser.  

Som ett första steg dokumenterades fältobservationer från skadekartering av urbrukstagna 
nivåer i liggväggen på djup mellan 120 och 700 m längs malmkroppens hela horisontala 
utsträckning (4 km). Från dessa karteringsdata togs en konceptuell gräns fram mellan skadat- 
och icke-skadat liggväggsberg i form av en skadegränsyta. Ytans 3-dimensionella geometri 
analyserades och en 2D vertikalprofil valdes ut för att användas i kalibreringen av numeriska 
modeller av liggväggens beteende relaterat till brytningen. En parameterstudie utfördes för att 
identifiera de indata som hade störst inverkan på modellresultatet och för att studera sannolika 
ursprung för skadorna dokumenterade mellan den konceptuella skadeytan och 
liggväggskontakten. Ett basfall faställdes för att förklara skadeutvecklingen och för användning 
i analysen av seismiska händelser. Seismikdata analyserades med hänsyn till 
ursprungsmekanismer samt tids- och rumsmässiga lokaliseringsmönster. 

Den konceptuella skadegränsytan bedömdes vara geometriskt komplex varför ingen enskild 
principiell brottsmekanism kunde identifieras enbart genom att studera gränsytans form. Den 
komplexa formen på gränsytan stöder det initiala antagandet av två eller flera mekanismer 
som verkar i kombination. Karteringsdata visade på en förändring i skademekanisms med 
ökat djup; på mer ytligt liggande nivåer dominerade strukturstyrda skador medan generella 
bergmassebrott blev vanligare på djupare belägna nivåer. Parameterstudien pekade på att 
främst den interna kohesionen följt av den interna friktionsvinkeln påverkade modellernas 
plastiska utveckling. För basfallet tolkades detta som att skador i bergmassan tenderade att 
främst härröra från skjuvbrott hellre än dragbrott. Denna indikation stärktes också av den 
seismiska analysen. Ursprungsanalysen av de seismiska händelserna visade på en dominans av 
skjuv-relaterade händelser koncentrerade i volymen där de numeriska basfallsmodellerna 
indikerade att aktiv uppsprickning pågår. 

Genom att kombinera fältobservationer, numerisk modellering och seismisk analys kunde en 
sannolik beskrivning av den storskaliga liggväggsuppsprickningens beteende presenteras. De 
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strukturstyrda brotten på de högre och mittersts belagda nivåerna är en reaktion på aktivering 
av diskontinuiteter belägna på djupare nivåer. Aktiv uppsprickning av liggväggens bergmassa 
sker enligt de numeriska modellerna och den seismiska analysen på och under den aktiva 
brytningsnivån. På den nivå där uppsprickning sker är bergmassan inspänd av den obrutna 
malmkroppen. Allt eftersom brytningen rör sig neråt minskar inspänningen då malmen bryts 
och ersätts av lågstyvt rasberg. Som en reaktion på det minskade mottrycket börjar 
bergmassan expandera mot rasbergszonen och de inducerade svagheterna i berget aktiveras i 
form av ortskador i samband med mobiliseringen av bergmassan. De numeriska modellerna 
visade att den mobiliserade bergmassan ovanför brytningsnivån uppvisar förskjutningsmönster 
lika de som förväntas från ett cirkulärt skjuvbrott. Skjuvbrottet binder samman liggväggens 
släntyta med de strukturer som styr brottet på de övre nivåerna och möjliggör därmed 
aktivering och skjuvning av dessa strukturer.  
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1. Introduction  
It has been one of the objectives of Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag (LKAB) since the 
early 1990s to accurately forecast the global stability of the Kiirunavaara mine footwall with 
increasing mining depth. Several short studies have already been published with this 
objective. However, these studies have produced inconsistent and inconclusive results. LKAB 
and Luleå University of Technology (LTU) have therefore initiated a joint research project 
to study the long term stability of the footwall at the Kiirunavaara mine. This thesis 
constitutes the first part of the fulfilment of this research project.  

1.1. Background 
The Kiirunavaara mine is a large scale iron ore sub-level caving (SLC) operation producing 
28 Mt (million metric tons) per year. It is located near the city of Kiruna, northern Sweden. 
Originally an open pit operation the mine later transited to underground operations in the 
late 1950s. The main ore-body is mined using SLC with the current main haulage level at 
level 1365 m situated at a depth of roughly 1100 m (actual depth) from ground surface.  SLC 
is a cost-effective mass-mining method, which allows for a high level of automation but 
inherently causes the host rock, particularly on the hangingwall side, to cave progressively 
and filling the voids from ore extraction. This progressive caving is a prerequisite for optimal 
performance of the operation.  

As mining progresses and the ore-body is removed the footwall contact becomes de-stressed 
and assumes a slope-like geometry as conceptually visualised in Figure 1. In general terms the 
orientation of the mine is north to south with the footwall on the west side. Orientation and 
naming of objects and infrastructure is associated to a local 3D coordinate system with 
vertical z-axis originating at the pre-mining top of the Kiirunavaara mountain (leading to a 
200 m discrepancy between the level depth and the current depth from the surface). The 
local y-axis is roughly oriented north to south and follows the general strike of the ore-body, 
the x-axis is oriented roughly west to east. That is, z-coordinates increase with depth, y-
coordinates increase southwards and x-coordinates increase eastwards into and beyond the 
hangingwall. 
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Figure 1 (A) Coordinate orientation of the Kiirunavaara mine (B) conceptual geometry 
of the footwall 

The ore-body dips approximately 60 degrees to the east. The main host rock in the footwall 
is a Precambrian aged trachyo-andesite locally denoted as syenite porphyry. The footwall 
porphyry is subdivided into 5 categories; internally denoted SP1-SP5 according to their 
strength characteristics. This formation is subsequently replaced by other rock types farther 
into the footwall. The RMR for the footwall has been compiled by Sandström (2003) to 
range between 49 and 68. For mining purposes the ore-body is divided into blocks 
designated with lead digits of 9 to 45 which correspond to the Y-coordinates of 900 to 4500 
m. Mining of the blocks is currently performed between the (Z) levels 935 and 1051 m. 

The mine infrastructure is located inside the footwall rock mass and aligned parallel to the 
length of the ore-body, see Figure 2; this is also the case for the majority of the geophones 
constituting the current seismic monitoring system. Most of the permanent infrastructure 
such as crushers, skip shafts and workshops are located far into the footwall in the so-called 
“centrala anläggningar” (CA). The CA area is located between y-coordinates Y22 and Y25. 
From the CA-area access and transportation drifts extend eastwards to the production blocks 
within the ore-body (cf. Figure 2).  
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Figure 2 Principal layout of the Kiirunavaara mine infrastructure, emphasis is on level 
1365 m (courtesy of LKAB)  

The infrastructure in the mining areas primarily consists of roads and ore passes designated by 
their placements according to the local y-coordinates, e.g., ore pass group 19 is located at the 
coordinate Y19. The ore passes are fed by the overlying production blocks. Even though 
most of the overall production critical infrastructure (skip shafts, crushers, etc.) is located at a 
considerable distance from the ore contact a large scale movement or failure in the footwall 
could drastically impede the mining operations due to the effect on the production blocks. In 
anticipation of this a slow but progressive fracturing and movement in the footwall rock mass 
have been tracked during the last decades. 

1.2. A historical review on the Kiirunavaara footwall stability  
The instabilities in the footwall are directly related to the utilisation of the SLC method. 
Even though the footwall “slope” is partially supported by the caved rock masses from the 
hangingwall (Villegas & Nordlund, 2008) damage both on the footwall crest and in the 
footwall underground has been observed since the late 1980s. In response several studies have 
been published from the 1990s and onwards on the large scale footwall stability at the 
Kiirunavaara mine. 

Most of these studies were aimed at identifying the footwall failure mechanisms using 
empirical, analytical or numerical methods. The first studies were based on damage records of 
varying details from underground mapping from the late 1970s and onwards. Dahner-
Lindkvist (1992) analysed these damage records with an assumption of circular shear failure 
by using the slope stability charts developed by Hoek & Bray (1981). A few years later Singh 
et al. (1993) used the 2D continuum Itasca code FLAC to model the footwall as a free-face 
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slope assuming that the caved material from the hangingwall would be unable to carry 
stresses and could be numerically approximated as a void. Singh et al. (1993) indicated 
failures in the footwall for mining depths exceeding 500 m. The primary failure mode was 
interpreted as tensile failure with formation of tensile cracks at the ground level. The 
mechanisms simulated by Singh et al. (1993) were re-evaluated by, among others, Lupo 
(1996) and Sjöberg (1999) as the model results did not fit damage observations in the field. 
The failures in the footwall as simulated by Singh et al. (1993) did not indicate large scale 
instability but did produce significant deformations in the footwall at a distance of 50-100 m 
from the old ore-contact as the mining depth exceeded 500 m. The prediction of large 
footwall deformations could therefore in part be explained by the free-face assumption. 

The work by Lupo (1996) on the Kiirunavaara mine focused on surface deformations on 
both the hangingwall and the footwall sides. The assumed failure surface in the footwall was 
planar, either comprising of a pre-existing structure or a combination of geological structures 
and failure surfaces through intact rock in combination with a surface tension crack. Based 
on the conclusions by Lupo (1996) the surface deformations and the correlated underground 
damage were predicted to follow the inclination of the ore/host rock contact and not to 
propagate significantly westward as the mining depth increased. In addition a sensitivity 
analysis conducted on the input data used for the analyses showed that the results significantly 
depended on the ground water assumption and the caved masses. To address this Lupo 
(1999) attempted to implicitly model the caved rock mass using active earth pressure with a 
friction angle varying with depth. The host/caved rock interface angle was assumed to be 
15 . From the active earth pressure and the host/caved rock interface angle a “surface 
traction” was estimated and used as equivalent pressure distributed over the free surface. 
Lupo (1999) used these pressures to model the subsidence and progressive failure of the 
hangingwall and concluded that the use of surface traction eliminated the need to model the 
caved material explicitly. The failure prediction of the hangingwall appeared to be relatively 
successful but the predicted failures in the footwall did not occur (Villegas & Nordlund, 
2008). 

Sjöberg (1999) performed numerical and limit equilibrium analyses of the Kiirunavaara 
footwall and identified circular shear failure as the primary failure mechanism. For the 
numerical analysis the software FLAC was used to model the footwall. It was modelled both 
as a free-faced slope as well as a confined slope supported by caved rock material. Rock mass 
strength parameters were estimated using both test results from intact samples as well as 
analytical relationships. Models using the derived input parameters did not capture the full 
damage pattern in the footwall. Model calibration by fitting with observed damage produced 
low magnitude input for the numerical rock mass properties; the major contribution to this 
calibration need was thought to come from uncertainties in the caved rock parameters for the 
confined slope models. The significant influence on the footwall rock mass behaviour from 
the caved rock had earlier been recognised also by Lupo (1997). 
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As a complement to the FLAC models Sjöberg (1999) performed limit equilibrium analyses 
using the program SLIDE where the caved rock was substituted by approximated pressures. 
It was shown that the effective direction of the applied pressure had a significant influence on 
the development of the footwall failure surface. Both approaches identified circular shear 
failure as primary failure mode. The subject of footwall stability was revisited by Henry & 
Dahner-Lindqvist (2000) in which the subject of predominant failure mechanisms was briefly 
discussed but not examined in depth. 

The large scale footwall stability was also modelled by Sitharam et al. (2002) using 
approximately the same input as Lupo (1996) and a free-face approach. The models 
incorporated a calibration of the rock mass to include the strength reduction due to jointing 
as a part of a larger proof of concept of an equivalent continuum model developed by 
Sitharam et al.  (2002). According to Sitharam et al. (2002) the results from the model 
showed development of shear bands that corresponded “fairly well” to the failures reported 
by Sjöberg (1999). Later, Villegas & Nordlund (2008) modelled the progressive failure in the 
Kiirunavaara hangingwall and footwall, using the Itasca particle flow code for 2D (PFC2D). 
Both the rock mass and the caved material were modelled, but major structures were not 
considered and the size of the particles constituting the caved material had a radius of 1 m. 
The model showed that the caved material supports the footwall even during draw, in this 
way contradicting some of the findings of Lupo (1996) where increased shear development 
during draw was indicated. The action of the traction from the caved material on the 
footwall induced only local failures on the footwall face close to the undercut level, these 
local failures did not progress significantly into the wall. 

In addition to the publications above, several internal LKAB reports document re-occurring 
studies related to the failure mechanisms and subsequent deformation patterns at the footwall. 
As apparent in the published literature the assumed failure mode and mechanisms for the 
large scale footwall failure have changed as the mine deepened, and the prognosis models 
have been continuously updated to fit observed damage. The principal milestones of these 
internal studies are highlighted below. 

 1970s – The innermost extent of damage in the footwall was considered traceable 
using a linear failure surface dipping 50-60 . 

 1980s – The dip interval of the failure surface was narrowed to 55-60 ; this model was 
used into the early 90s, e.g. Finn (1981) & Dahner (1990). 

 1992 – New failure modes were assumed, the linear model was replaced by circular 
shear failure through the rock mass with the estimated values c  1.5 MPa = 30  
(Dahner-Lindkvist, 1992). 

 1993 – The cohesion value, c, was somewhat confirmed as a parameter study by 
Hustrulid (1993) indicated that c was not allowed to exceed 2 MPa for the failure 
surface to reasonably fit the observed damage with an assumption of circular shear 
failure and free-face.  
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 1996 – The local footwall stability prognoses still used a linear failure line dipping 60 .  
 2000 – The estimated Mohr-Coulomb strength parameters for the circular shear 

failure were updated to c  0.6 MPa = 35  by Henry (2000). 

Geohydrology data have not been used in the prognoses for various reasons even though 
water table data have been available at least in limited detail. Results of the numerical analysis 
by for example Sjöberg (1999) and Lupo (1996) have not been extensively incorporated to 
the failure prognoses. There is still no comprehensive tool to account for both failures in the 
footwall underground and the prognoses dealing with the surface deformation. Different 
failure modes and surfaces are assumed for surface and underground deformation and 
continuous measurements are performed only on the surface. All information on the footwall 
failure in the footwall underground has been derived from manual damage mapping in the 
drifts. The attention given to the study of the continuous footwall failure has historically 
been somewhat cyclic, peaking with the development of each new main haulage level.   

The actual footwall failure has in recent years been described as complex, with combination 
of failures along pre-existing structures in the shallow levels as well as failures through the 
rock mass as the depth increases with the conceptual transition somewhere above the mining 
level. This discussion is based on damage mapping and has yet to be correlated to any of the 
theoretical failure surfaces.  

1.3. Thesis objectives 
Although it is suspected that the global instability of the footwall is likely related to the 
interaction of two or more failure mechanisms acting in combination the true footwall failure 
mechanisms are still unknown. In addition, the footwall instabilities at Kiirunavaara appear 
unique in nature as similar mining operations in other parts of the world tend to constitute 
more steeply dipping ore-bodies or underlying massive open pits. The progressive footwall 
instability reported for the mine thus seems to have no equivalent in the published literature 
and it therefore exist no reference of the future footwall behaviour as the mine goes deeper. 
The historical records show that the failure prognoses (so far) have been significantly 
restructured at several occasions to fit new observations.  

The actual failure mechanisms driving the global instability have yet to be determined, as is 
the relation to the increasing depth. An unexpected change in the failure propagation could 
significantly impede mining operations and affect the infrastructure both on the surface as 
well as the underground installations. It is thus of the outmost importance not only to 
understand the footwall failure up to date but also the future behaviour as mining progresses. 
Paramount to this aim are studies of the failure mechanisms involved and the influence from 
the caved rock masses as well as to accurately determine the present extent of the failure for 
the entire length of the mine.  

The objective of this thesis is thus to determine the predominant failure mechanisms in the 
footwall. This is to be achieved by: 
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 Comprehensive data collection from field mapping and 3D analysis of the extent of 
the damaged volume. 

 Simulation of the damage evolution up to the current state and study of rock mass 
deformation and failure patterns through numerical modelling based on the field data.  

 Study of the relationship between numerical failure indicators and seismic event 
locations. 

The thesis also outlines the requirements for in-situ monitoring system to track the footwall 
rock mass deformation in order to confirm the predicted failure mechanisms. This will form 
the basis for continued work related to the development of prognoses for footwall fracturing 
due to future mining. 
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2. Thesis outline  
The thesis is split into three parts which in principal constitute the three appended papers in 
sequential order summarised in short in subchapters 2.1 to 2.3. The first part relates to the 
major field work and 3D damage analysis presented in Paper 1. The second and third part 
relate to the numerical models and parameter study leading up to the description of the 
failure evolution and co-analysis of numerical failure indicators and seismic location data. 
These topics correspond to Paper 2 and Paper 3, respectively. The thesis outline is followed 
by a review of the relevant literature in chapter 3 supplying definitions and established 
knowledge. This is followed by a methodology section and presentation of initial results 
(chapter 4).  The thesis is concluded with an analysis and discussion section (chapters 5 and 6) 
ending with the thesis overall conclusions and recommendations on future work (chapter 7).  

2.1. Field data collection and 3D damage analysis, paper 1 
The Kiirunavaara footwall underground was mapped for damage in the form of fallouts, joint 
displacements and fracture progression. Mapping was performed on accessible sections along 
the entire ore-body on the levels 320, 420, 509, 740, 775, 795, 820, 878, and 907 m. In 
addition parts of 275 and 540 m were inspected.  

The damage on each level was analysed and a line was drawn on a horizontal mine map of 
the level outlining the contour of areas where damage had been documented. The areas were 
connected with straight lines if they did not already connect. The lines were drawn on the 
footwall side of the damaged areas only. This resulted in a continuous line on each level 
approximating a principal boundary between a damaged area between the line and the 
footwall contact and an undamaged area west of  the line (farther into the footwall). These 
contour lines were connected between levels by linear approximation forming a complex 3D 
surface. The surface was delineated with node points on the mapped levels at each location 
the mapping results indicated a change of direction for the damage contour line.  

The final 3D surface represents the conceptual change in the rock mass from damaged to 
undamaged as one moves away from the footwall contact. Rock mass east of the surface was 
assumed damaged and mobilised by large scale footwall fracturing while rock mass west of 
the surface was considered stationary and undamaged. With this assumption the surface 
geometry was analysed to identify geometrical shapes corresponding to principal slope failure 
modes (as described in chapter 3). The complexity of the damage surface ultimately indicates 
that the footwall fracturing is the result of several failure mechanisms acting in combination 
and that no single failure mode could be identified as dominant from the damage surface 
analysis. 

A single vertical section was extracted from the 3D surface to represent the damage boundary 
at the mine profile Y23, this profile was subsequently used to calibrate numerical models 
aimed at further studying the failure evolution to pin-point the active failure mechanisms. 
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2.2. Numerical modelling, paper 2 
Numerical models for the mine section Y23 were prepared in the commercial numerical 
code UDEC (Universal Distinct Element Code) (Itasca, 2011). UDEC is a 2D distinct 
element program for discontinuum analysis. The program is able to incorporate joints and 
other contacts into the model as well as perform calculations related to a homogeneous rock 
mass. Thus, two types of mechanical behaviour can be accounted for, (I) the behaviour of 
the discontinuities and (II) the behaviour of the solid material. The behaviour of the 
discontinuities (I) is modelled using a boundary condition scheme. The reason for using 
UDEC in favour of a continuum based software was that in UDEC point contacts are 
created at all grid points positioned along a block boundary (for deformable blocks) to 
represent the interface. Discontinuity calculations are carried out only at these specified 
contacts. One should also note that the point contacts are created separately for each block, 
that is, that where two blocks are in contact two unique point contacts may be created at the 
exact same coordinates but “belonging” to different blocks. This in turn means that blocks 
can slide along an interface or even separate entirely. This is an important function as 
previous research indicates that it is important that slip is allowed between the footwall and 
the caved rock mass to prevent fictitious dragging effects.  

The rock mass and cave rock were modelled using perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb material 
models. The cave rock was modelled as a low stiffness, density reduced material while the 
hangingwall, footwall, and ore-body were modelled as rock mass without internal separation, 
i.e., the footwall and hangingwall were given the same mechanical properties. A total of 27 
excavation stages were modelled assuming a uniform SLC excavation height of 30 m per 
stage simulating mining from level 300 (open pit bottom) to level 1110 m with the current 
production level at 993 m. After each excavation cycle any remaining void in the excavation 
area was refilled with cave rock, at the same time the hangingwall overlaying the excavation 
area was converted into cave rock to simulate caving.  

A sensitivity analysis was performed for the mine profile Y23 through a parametric study to 
establish the relative influence of the input plastic parameters and elastic constants. The rock 
mass internal cohesion was found to be the main parameter controlling failure behaviour in 
the footwall followed by the internal friction angle. The elastic constants were found to 
influence the magnitudes of strains and displacements but not the location of shear strain 
concentrations which were used as the major failure evaluation criteria.  

The model results from the parametric study were compared to the damage outline from the 
mapping surface at Y23. Three distinct failure evolutions could be correlated to the 
calibration surface; one of these evolution paths was directly dismissed due to poor fit with 
above ground observations. Of the remaining two, one was deemed as the most plausible 
based on a combination of in-situ observations, extent of numerically yielded elements and 
engineering judgement. This parameter combination was subsequently used as base case for 
failure evolution analysis. 
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The failure evolution of the base case presented the following indications; the upper footwall 
has come to a relative rest, active fracturing occurs in a limited region near the production 
level. The area where active fracturing occurs is heavily confined by the un-mined ore-body. 
As mining progresses deeper the fractured area is unloaded and confinement decreases as the 
material starts to expand towards the low stiffness cave rock which replaces the ore. The 
expansion causes a lateral eastward displacement of the fractured rock mass. As this 
displacement increases failure manifests in the pre-fractured rock mass as the earlier formed 
weaknesses start to mobilise due to the loss of confinement. 

2.3. Analyses of seismic data, paper 3 
To further study the fracture processes in the footwall a portion of the Kiirunavaara seismic 
event data base were extracted and analysed for the rock mass volume around profile Y23. 
Events were extracted for a block between profiles Y21 and Y25 and levels 0 to 1400 m. 
The study concentrated on events located inside the footwall.  

The overall reason for these analyses is the fact that a seismic or acoustic event is an 
indication of detrimental change in rock mass properties due to fracture slip and growth, as 
shown by e.g. Shen et al. (1995). Using this as a starting point the seismic event data base was 
prepared by applying filters to study temporal and spatial location patterns of the footwall 
events.  

The events were filtered with respect to the energy ratio between the S (shear) and P 
(compression)-waves, shortened as the Es/Ep ratio. A lower magnitude cut-off was applied 
to remove all events falling below the accuracy threshold stated by LKAB. Events 
surrounding artificial noise generating infrastructure (i.e. the internal hoist system) were also 
cut out. The events were separated into plausible origin categories based on the Es/Ep ratio 
and results from event analysis using Gutenberg-Richter graphs. A final event sorting was 
established and data were grouped as events of tensile origin and events with components of 
shear-slip origin.  

The events with components of shear-slip origin were analysed in combination with 
numerical results for the base case parameter setup. The events were sorted with respect to 
time of occurrence and correlated to the main mining level active at the time. The spatial 
distribution of the events for each active level were examined and evaluated with respect to 
principal stress differences and rock mass displacements calculated using the UDEC model.  

The analyses of the seismic data supported the suggestions from the numerical models and 
field data, active fracturing occurs mainly close to the excavation area. The upper part of the 
footwall has come to a relative rest and the evolution of the damage bounding surface cannot 
be directly tracked by seismic recordings. The most likely reason for the damage not being 
directly picked up by the seismic system is that the observable fracturing is being driven by 
activation of pre-induced weaknesses from earlier mining (low energy), not large scale 
fracture propagation (high energy). 
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3. Theoretical background of slope instabilities  
Lupo (1997) suggested that the general behaviour of the footwall at Kiirunavaara would be 
similar to the behaviour of large scale rock slopes. Sjöberg (1999) also noted the resemblance 
of the footwall to the geometry of an open pit. This similarity in the conclusion warrants a 
need to briefly review some of the typical free-face slope problems. 

3.1. Slope stability concepts 
Slope stability has been studied in a great variety of forms for many different purposes. A 
comprehensive coverage of the theoretical basis of the principal slope failures are presented 
by among others Hoek & Bray (1981) and Sjöberg (1996) while slope design methods were 
extensively covered by Read & Stacey (2010). These principal failure modes serve as an 
important background as definitions for later discussions related to damage and rock mass 
failures at the Kiirunavaara mine.  

The failure modes are depicted and described as they would occur at a free-face slope which 
is the simplest form of slope assumption. For free-face slopes no external forces act upon the 
slope system and the level of instability is influenced by rock mass characteristics, geometry, 
gravity, and water table only. However, the conceptual modes are valid also for slopes 
subjected to various forms of confinement with the condition that the end geometry may 
manifest differently than it would for a free-faced slope.     

For large scale rock slopes the major component of the slope constitutes a rock mass. A rock 
mass is a conceptual description of a discontinuous matrix which consists of assemblages of 
rock blocks. The rock mass behaviour is primarily influenced by properties of the rock 
blocks and the intersecting discontinuities. For the purpose of numerical modelling the rock 
mass is generally treated as an equivalent continuum where the influence from intact material 
and fractures is combined and treated as a single material. It is important to note that the use 
of an equivalent continuum approach for describing a rock mass neither negates the presence 
of discontinuities nor their influence as an equivalent continuum material in almost all cases 
are weaker than the corresponding intact material. The rock mass of a large scale rock slope 
will thus always incorporate discontinuities which need to be addressed either directly, as for 
modes explicitly influenced by individual discontinuities (structurally controlled failure 
modes), or implicitly through an equivalent continuum approach, as for modes indirectly 
affected by discontinuity sets (rock mass failure modes). 

Structurally controlled failures are dependent on distinct sets of discontinuities. The 
associated failure modes develop from the weakest links where the discontinuities represent 
weak planes in a significantly stiffer and stronger surrounding matrix. Structurally controlled 
slope failures are thus common for low-stress and large discontinuity persistence 
environments. 

Planar failure is the simplest of the structurally controlled failures, where a single failure plane 
is formed striking parallel to the slope face. Planar failure requires pre-existing persistent 
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discontinuities or weakness planes with shallower dip angles than the slope. If a potential 
failure volume is cut by discontinuity sets oblique to the slope face this might limit the lateral 
extent of the affected volume and the failure must then be treated as a 3D problem due to 
the formation of a wedge. A wedge can also form from two or more oblique discontinuities 
that would independently not cause instability. Wedge failures exhibit multiple levels of 
complexity; formation can be caused by intersection of discontinuity planes, simple wedge 
failure, or due to stepping between joint sets, step wedge failure, or a combination of several 
joint sets and failure of intact rock, complex wedge failure. 

If the rock mass discontinuities are not persistent, displacement along single structures alone 
is not enough to cause failure. In a step path failure the failure plane is defined by several 
short interconnecting discontinuities (joints) rather than one continuous weakness plane. The 
joints may connect both by combining sets of different dip angles as well as through failure of 
intact rock separating individual joints of the similarly oriented sets. For large scale slopes this 
mechanism is more likely to occur than true plane failure as continuous planes become 
increasingly rare as the scale increases. 

As the difference in scale between the slope and joint lengths further increases the stepping 
path of the failure surface will tend to approach a more circular rather than linear path 
through the rock mass. As this behaviour becomes more pronounced, the failure mode 
transfers into rotational shear failure or circular shear failure. This failure mode is common 
for soil slopes but has been shown to occur in highly fractured rock slopes; it should be noted 
that for a rock mass the degree of fracturing is often directly linked to the scale of the 
examined volume. The circular surface may cut through the entire slope or intersect with 
surface tension cracks or surface near natural structures. With increasing scale mixed failure 
combining elements from several principal modes as illustrated in Figure 3 become 
increasingly common.  
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Figure 3 Mixed failure mode combining step-path, curved shear failure and plane failure 
after examples by Sjöberg (1996) 

3.2. Slope stability in mines 
The previous sub-chapter have established definitions of principal failure modes for rock 
slopes as comprehensibly described by Sjöberg (1996). In the following section these failure 
modes are put into context of mining slope instabilities by case studies highlighting various 
aspects of slope behaviour. 

Open pit walls range from a few tens of meters in height to several hundreds of meters. At 
relatively small wall heights failures tend to be predominantly structurally controlled with 
failures often being traceable back to individual discontinuities or discontinuity sets. Dight 
(2006) presented three case studies of small scale (  100 m) slope failures in open pit mines 
and related these failures to a failure mechanism and prediction model for each case. 
Common for the cases were that failure did not develop in relation to the strike and dip of 
known joint sets, the discontinuities involved were either previously unknown due to bias in 
mapping (for two cases) or were formed during mining preceding the failure (one case). The 
failure surfaces were complex, involving a combination of several distinct failure mechanisms 
(toppling, buckling, etc.). Another example was presented by Alejano et al. (2010) who 
analysed a toppling-circular failure in an open cast mine in Valencia, Spain. The failure 
progression was deemed relatively slow and was most likely initiated by toppling at the crest 
and did just as in the cases presented by Dight (2006) involve mode changes along the failure 
path.  

Structures have been found to significantly influence the failure path also at large slope 
heights. Board et al. (1996) describes a progressive failure in the (at the time) 650 m deep 
Chuquicamata open pit mine. Two major joint sets were argued to significantly influence the 
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stability of the slope; toppling induced by the steeper of the two sets was observed and 
modelled for the upper part of the slope, this toppling formed a wedge which encompassed 
the entire wall side.  The wedge seemed to be partially stabilized by a progressive heaving of 
the pit bottom at the slope toe. It was concluded by Board et al. (1996) that, while the failure 
path was affected primarily by the two joint sets, the initiation and progression of the failure 
was determined by rock mass failure manifested as the floor heave. The numerical results by 
Board et al. (1996) indicated that theoretical increase of the rock mass strength in this yield 
zone would have prevented the failure from initiating and the wedge would not have 
formed.  Similar conclusions were made by Sainsbury et al. (2007) for a slope failure at the 
Cadia Hill open pit (pit diameter 1.5 km, slope height up to 490 m). A sliding plane failure 
was formed over a set of structures with a trace length in excess of 30 m running sub-parallel 
to the slope. Despite the failed volume being outlined by the structures it was concluded that 
the failure was in fact a combination of structurally controlled failure and failure through 
intact rock mass. A final example of the transition between, and combination of, structurally 
controlled failure and failures progressing though equivalent continuum rock mass is the case 
of Kennecott Copper Mine or Bingham Canyon located about 40 km west of Salt Lake City. 
The pit has a width of about 4 km and a depth of just less than 1 km (Pankow, et al., 2014). 
The mine has suffered several large slope failures during production, one of which occurred 
in 1967 at the north-west corner of the mine (designated Main Hill). The failure involved 
about 2 Mt of material and occurred in a portion of the pit with an average slope angle of 
29 . This failure was later followed by another two slides in the same area in 1968 and 1974 
respectively. All three failures were believed to involve both circular shear failure through the 
rock mass and plane shear failure in the upper portions of the slope (Sjöberg, 1999). More 
recently, in April of 2013 (Clément et al. 2014), a massive failure constituting the major part 
of the 970 m northern wall and about 65 million m3 of rock occurred. The failure initiated 
in two events separated by about 90 min, both characterised as landslides or rock avalanches 
(Pankow, et al., 2014) indicating general rock mass failure. Indications of this instability had 
been reported since early 2013 and the mine was evacuated in anticipation of a failure about 
7 hours before the first April event (Pankow, et al., 2014). 

In underground cave mining slope instabilities take on another dimension. As mining goes 
underground the influence of wall movements need to be related to surface subsidence. A 
new set of problems thus occur if the open pit walls overlies an underground mining 
operation. An example of this is the Palabora mine, South Africa. The mine was initially an 
open pit operation but transitioned into block caving in the year 2000. The remaining open 
pit measures just less than 2 km in diameter with a depth of 800 m depth (Woo et al., 2012; 
Moss et al., 2006). Shortly after the block cave daylight at the open pit floor, year 2004-
2005, the northern pit wall suffered a large slope failure (Sainsbury et al. 2008). The elapsed 
time from the first observed pit wall displacements to fully developed failure was 
approximately 18 months, this relative slow progression allowed various facilities to be 
relocated away from the affected areas before they were critically damaged (Moss et al. 2006). 
The failed volume extended 300 m beyond the pit boundary and involved the full 800 m 
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height of the wall (Woo et al., 2012). The failure has been back-analysed by several 
researchers (e.g. Brummer et al., 2006; Vyazmensky et al., 2010; Severin & Eberhardt, 2012) 
and it was shown that local structures were the most important controlling factor together 
with the caving advance (Woo et al. 2012). The Palabora mine thus serves as yet another 
example of complex interactions between structurally controlled failure modes and rock mass 
failures. 

The importance of surface impact from underground mining is a common vantage point for 
most underground mining but emphasis for this work is set on SLC and block caving. SLC is 
typically used for relative competent and inclined ore bodies; this entails a separation of the 
mine into the common categories of hangingwall (host rock overlaying the ore-body), ore-
body, and footwall (host rock underlying the ore-body). Surface deformation and wall failure 
are due to geometrical reasons more pronounced at the hangingwall than the footwall, but 
for the context of slope failures the footwall is more representative.  

A study on footwall stability and the associated impact on surface deformation from SLC 
mining was presented for the Kvannevann mine, Norway, by Trinh & Sand (2011). The 
main ore-body is approximately 1200 m long, 30-100 m wide and at least 460 m deep with a 
dip of 65  to 85  (Sand & Trinh, 2011; Jonsson & Nævermo-Sand, 2012). In 2011 the mine 
started the transition from open stoping to sublevel caving. As a part of this project the future 
footwall stability was studied by numerical modelling with the aim of predicting surface 
deformations with the potential to disrupt the operation of the main supply road. The 
general layout of the mine and ore-body was modelled numerically using the 2D FEM 
program Phase2 developed by Rocscience. The results from the modelling seemed to be 
more conservative than the observations inferred on site, especially for later excavation stages 
the model predicted significant areas to be influenced. Experience from the much deeper 
Kiirunavaara mine was referenced as it was argued that the Phase2 model might be overly 
conservative. The geometrical complexity of the ore-body and the noticeable high in-situ 
stresses, 10-15 times the theoretical horizontal gravitational stress complicated the ore 
extraction and deformation prediction. In a related study by Sand & Trinh (2011) the extent 
of the caving and deformation zone on the hangingwall side was estimated using a similar 
model but incorporating the caved rock material. The models used were also for this task in 
2D and did not accurately predict subsidence and deformation at the edges of the mined area.  

Surface subsidence following wall caving has also been studied at the Ridgeway gold mine, 
Australia. At Ridgeway the ore-body is sub-vertical with a length and width of 400 and 
250 m respectively. The mineralization extends from 500 m below the surface and exceeds a 
depth of 1500 m. The ore is described as structurally controlled gold-copper porphyry 
containing sheet quartz veins with copper sulphides (Brunton, 2009). The mine is divided 
into two separate operations: the upper part, Ridgeway (SLC), and the lower part, Ridgeway 
deeps (BC), with the transition at the depth of 890 m. The SLC operation started in 2002 
with a peak production of 5.8 Mt per year. The block caving production commenced in 
December 2008 on level 1114 m with continued SLC production during the BC ramp up 
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with a planned rate of 1 Mt per year into 2013 (Lett & Capes, 2012). The rock mass 
movements are tracked by fly-overs, manual underground mapping in active and abandoned 
drifts, (32) seismic sensors, drilled (open) holes, TDR and automated extensometers. The 
inspection of the abandoned levels showed that the stability within 130 m of the cave was 
mainly structurally controlled. The 2012 surface subsidence extended 590 x 480 m with a 
maximum depth of 180 m (Lett & Capes, 2012). Surface breakthrough occurred the first 
time in March 2003 (Brunton, 2009) one year after the commission of SLC. 

Rock mass movements related to mining walls is a wide spread issue. In many contexts, such 
as cave mining, some types of wall failure cannot be fully avoided. The issue then becomes to 
mitigate, track and predict instabilities and the influence on nearby constructions. With 
increasing availability, seismic data have been used at several mines to attempt to track rock 
mass distortions both in context of the failed volume itself (e.g. Pankow et al., 2014 and 
Clément et al., 2014) or in volumes close to failure (e.g. Moss et al., 2006; McKinnon, 
2006). 

3.3. Mine seismology 
The link between mining and recorded seismicity has been a focus of research over recent 
decades. Notable later works include as mentioned above McKinnon (2006) who indicated 
how even small stress changes from mining activities could activate seismic faults in volumes 
proportionally much larger than the mining area itself. These far-off fault events were also 
recognised by Richardson & Jordan (2002) as “type B” events activated by long term 
mining. The “type B” events described by Richardson & Jordan (2002) were recognised 
primarily as originating from shear type events which arguably are the most common event 
types for mining induced seismicity (Ortlepp, 2000). This distinction between shear type and 
non-shear events is most typically performed by studying the ratio of energy carried by an 
event’s P (compression) and S (shear) waves. This relation is referred to as the Es/Ep ratio, 
e.g. Richardson & Jordan (2002), Snelling et al. (2013), and Xu et al. (2014). 

Separating seismic events by types and categories allow for detailed analysis on what are often 
otherwise substantially large data sets. Simplification and analysis by filtering and clustering of 
seismic data is a common first step when analysing located events as demonstrated by Lynch 
& Malovichko (2006 ), Richardson & Jordan (2002), Orlecka-Sikora et al. (2012), Xu et al. 
(2014), and Cesca et al. (2014), etc. 

The overall reason for these analyses is the fact that a seismic or acoustic event is an 
indication of detrimental change in rock mass properties due to fracture slip and growth (e.g. 
Shen et al., 1995). Cai et al. (2001) and Shen et al. (1995) noted that this fracture growth 
results in a reduction of the matrix stiffness. This fact was also demonstrated by Young et al. 
(2004) who indicated a reduction of the Young´s modulus following recorded micro-
seismicity. The correlation between fracture growth and subsequent stiffness reduction was 
used by Agliardi et al. (2013) to track progressive fracture growth leading up to rock mass 
failure by measuring changes in GSI (Geological Strength Index). The seismic data related to 
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such damage was used by Cai et al. (2001) to directly characterise the rock mass. The 
potential of using seismic data for rock mechanical back analysis was also explicitly recognised 
by Mendecki et al. (2010). 

The current study comprises a micro-seismic (MS) event data base from the Kiirunavaara 
mine footwall which was filtered and analysed with respect to temporal and spatial 
distribution as well as in context of calculated stress difference concentrations and 
displacements. A possible correlation between stress difference concentrations and seismic 
event clustering have earlier been shown at the Creighton mine by Snelling et al. (2013) 
while Moss et al. (2006) provided an indication of increased seismicity near mobilised rock 
mass volumes in the Palabora mine pit slopes. The use of seismic data to track general rock 
mass damage is well founded and a variation of techniques for doing so can be found in 
published literature, e.g. Cai et al. (2001), Young et al. (2004), Abdul-Wahed et al. (2006), 
Lynch & Malovichko (2006), Ma et al. (2013), Liang et al. (2013), and Xu et al. (2014). 

The state of rock mass at the Kiirunavaara mine, particularly in the footwall, has previously 
been investigated by for example; Singh et al. (1993), Lupo (1996), Sjöberg (1999), Henry & 
Dahner-Lindkvist (2000), Villegas & Nordlund (2008) and Villegas & Nordlund (2013). 
However, none of these studies have incorporated the mine seismic event data. The mine 
started recording seismic events on a larger scale in 2008 with only minor systems being 
installed in 2004 (Stöckel et al. 2013) and 2000 (Henry et al. 2001). Even though data was 
scarce Henry et al. (2001) indicated the possibility to use a larger seismic system to track large 
scale fracturing in the Kiirunavaara footwall. 

3.4. The Kiirunavaara mine 
A comprehensive data base of internal reports and memorandums has been supplied by 
LKAB as foundation to this work. Relevant parts are summarised in the following 
subchapters without explicit references (due to the unpublished status of the internal 
documents), for details and further referencing the reader is directed to Nilsson (2012) and 
Nilsson (2014). Exceptions are made for published references.  

3.4.1. Geology 
The footwall rock mass constitutes Precambrian aged tracho-andesites locally referred to as 
syenite porphyries. These syenite porphyries borders the ore contact and has historically been 
separated into 5 subgroups denoted SP 1 - SP 5. The porphyries are replaced by competent 
granite as one moves westward away from the footwall on levels below 800 m. The ore 
contact contains 0.2-0.4 m thick zones of amphibolite and actinolite skarns. Documentation 
of the rock mass at a distance from the ore contact is limited to drift mapping, primarily for 
the central region, as most cores are related to the prospecting of mineable ore and limited 
attention has been given to the host rock housing the infrastructure.  

As for the rock mass, information about dominant joint orientations have been documented 
for most levels in moderate detail, joint properties have in general not been recorded. The 
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dominant joint orientation has historically motivated the separation of the length of the 
footwall into domains. These domains cannot be explicitly traced between levels but show 
some similarities between main haulage levels. The continuation of previous patterns down 
to level 1365 m has been deemed uncertain. Dominant joint sets dipping parallel or sub 
parallel to the ore-body have been mapped in most locations throughout the mine. Some 
large scale structures have been mapped and categorised close to the ore contact, primarily on 
shallow levels. Examples of such are the so named LAH 1-3 and “Kapten fault” structure 
sets. The influence of these structures on the large scale stability has not been extensively 
studied. A higher degree of fracturing on the shallow levels in the northern part of the mine 
results in a higher inflow of water in this part while the situation seems to be reversed at the 
depths, i.e., at level 1365 m, where higher inflow is noted in the southern part. This 
indicates that the footwall can be sectioned neither parallel nor perpendicular to the strike in 
order to present a section containing homogenous water conditions along the entire cut.  

The state of stress is highly non-uniform; the difference between virgin and secondary 
stresses is significant both regarding orientation and magnitude. The major virgin principal 
stress acts perpendicular to the ore-body and thus the footwall; as a result secondary stresses 
tend to concentrate at the footwall slope toe beneath the production level. The stress 
measurements conducted in the Kiirunavaara mine before 2003 were summarised by 
Sandström (2003).  

3.4.2. Surface deformation monitoring systems 
As presented in the earlier subchapters cave mining inherently causes large scale rock mass 
movements affecting the immediate area around the mining operation.  Kiirunavaara is no 
exception and comprehensive surface monitoring programmes are implemented by LKAB, 
including GPS monitoring performed on both the footwall and hangingwall. Monitoring 
hubs are placed along a number of measuring lines and are position mapped using a GPS 
location system. The footwall measuring lines include a total of 84 hubs, of which the 
majority are measured once a year. Points of special interest where larger deformations are 
expected e.g. at the northern most part of the mining area, the “Lake ore” rock cap, are 
measured every quarter. Also hubs in close proximity to existing infrastructure such as roads, 
parking areas and office buildings are measured on a quarterly basis. In addition to GPS 
measurements three types of InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) analyses are 
performed at Kiirunavaara; Coherent Target Monitoring (CTM), corner reflectors (CR) and 
Differential InSAR (DInSAR). Radar images are captured periodically over the mining area 
and surface movements are calculated from changes between consecutive images. Corner 
reflectors have so far only been installed on the hangingwall and validation by comparison to 
GPS data is on-going in a parallel project. Validation of the footwall InSAR data is yet to be 
performed.  None of the described satellite methods are usable for the purpose of monitoring 
the open pit bottom due to the satellite ocular incidence angle in combination with the 
surface texture of the pit bottom. So far the satellite based monitoring data shows only 
smooth continuous deformations on the footwall. 
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On the footwall surface mapping of tensile cracks has been performed annually since 2008. 
Visible cracks on the surface are mapped in relation to presence and relative orientation to 
the open pit (photos exist from 2006). Mapping is performed on the footwall in accessible 
areas. In the southernmost parts no cracking has yet been observed and mapping is explicitly 
performed only for Y4 to Y22. Cracking outside the open pit area has so far only been 
observed in the northernmost part of the mining area i.e. Y4-Y13. To complement the on-
foot mapping aerial photographs of the open pit area and the footwall are captured on a 
yearly basis from helicopter over-flights. The helicopter photo capture is performed during a 
snow free month, typically during early June. Optical mapping of surface features and large 
scale settlement is also performed during the flight. 

Finally, three borehole extensometers were installed in 2009 to monitor near surface 
deformations in close proximity to the LKAB office. The extensometer holes were drilled 
with 50  inclination dipping towards the open pit with hole length of 105 m. Each hole 
contains two coupled extensometers. The installation orientation was chosen based on “the 
measured resultant deformation vector at the ground surface, at the time of installation”. 
Extensometer data is continuously collected and analysed by LKAB staff. Only negligible 
deformations had been recorded at the time of the last internal report which was issued in 
2012. 

3.4.3. Underground deformation monitoring systems 
There have been several systems utilised to monitor the rock mass movement in the footwall 
underground on both local and larger scale. These systems have all but one fallen out of 
regular use. Only a seismic monitoring system constituting permanently installed geophones 
near the excavation level remains active. For a comprehensive review of the decommissioned 
underground systems the reader is directed to Nilsson (2014).  

3.4.4. Seismic monitoring system 
TDR or Time Domain Reflectometry was adopted by the Kiirunavaara mine in the 1980s to 
monitor the rock mass with satisfactory results (Henry & Dahner-Lindkvist, 2000). The 
TDR technique works by measuring the response of an electrical pulse in a grouted 
deformable cable. Shearing or extension of the cable will alter the transmittance 
characteristics along the cable and indicate rock mass movement (Dowding et al. 1988). Due 
to the early installation many of the cable readout positions are now well inside the failure 
zone and can no longer be accessed. The high cost of installing new TDR cables led to 
LKAB replacing this system with a macro-seismic system (recording large magnitude events) 
from CANMET for indicating rock mass movement (Henry & Dahner-Lindkvist, 2000). 
The system from CANMET was installed in 2000 and recorded 235 events during the first 
18 months of use, all activities were centred far from/under the production areas but close to 
the infrastructure below level 698 m (Sandström, 2003). This system was subsequently 
replaced by a micro-seismic system from IMS. The first IMS array was installed during 2004 
in the area around the “Lake ore” to monitor the blocking of the rock cap. A larger array 
covering the entire ore-body was installed during 2008 with the purpose of monitoring the 
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seismicity in the production areas. This system constituted 127 working geophones at the 
end of 2011. The number of geophones at the end of 2013 was around 220 (Stöckel et al. 
2013). The current aim is to achieve accuracy able to locate an event within 20 m with a 
sensitivity limit of -1.5 in the local magnitude (minimum magnitude adequately recorded).  

The seismic system’s primary objective is to track events related to rock falls and bursts in 
active production areas to ensure a high level of work safety; this has resulted in the bulk of 
the geophones being installed in close proximity to the mining areas, as shown in Figure 4B, 
with much fewer arrays in the upper 600 m of rock mass, see Figure 4A.  

Because of the installation dates of the different arrays the seismic data pre-dating 2008 has 
been judged to be less reliable due to the significant expansion of the 2004 system that year. 
Data acquired from the earliest arrays (installed in 2000) was collected using only a few 
geophones, consequently co-analysis of old and new data is discouraged. 
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Figure 4 Principles of geophone placement in Kiirunavaara, triaxial geophones are 
indicated by red shapes and uniaxial geophones by blue, images courtesy of LKAB 
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4. Field data and numerical modelling 
The work on the overall topic of this thesis; the identification of the predominant failure 
mechanisms, was performed using a MMA (Map-Model-Analyse) approach as outlined in 
the subsequent sub-headings. Extensive field work was performed in mapping underground 
damage which after 3D analysis resulted in the definition of a damage boundary. Even 
though this could be regarded as results in its own right it was in the context of this work 
regarded as a data collection method and the resulting damage surfaces from this mapping is 
thus presented as part of the methodology chapter. The field work then forms the foundation 
for calibrating numerical models to study the footwall rock mass behaviour which are, in 
turn, studied together with filtered seismic data in the analysis section. 

4.1. Identifying and defining a damage bounding surface 
Qualitative damage assessments underground are performed at Kiirunavaara by routine 
damage mapping concentrated mostly near the production areas. The upper decommissioned 
areas are mapped only in relation to specific projects, which mean that several years may pass 
between the mapping campaigns. Internal LKAB memos document several of these 
campaigns, the two most recent (current project excluded) were performed in 2004 and 
2012 respectively but they only covered the mine section Y22 to Y24.  

As a first campaign within this work damage mapping was performed between the 
coordinates Y15 and Y45 (roughly 3 km along the strike of the ore-body), see Figure 5.  
The aim was to update the underground observations on decommissioned levels and to 
present them in the context of large scale footwall fracturing. 

To achieve the best overview a number of evenly spaced levels were studied. Old haulage 
levels were found to be both quite easily accessible on most Y-coordinates and evenly spaced 
in depth. The levels 320, 420, 509, 540 and 775 m were therefore initially considered for 
mapping. In addition, level 740 m was included as the 2004 and 2012 campaigns (between 
Y22 and Y24) indicated a break in trend of the location of damage on the overlying levels.  

In order to single out specific regions to investigate previous damage mapping protocols for 
the respective levels were used. A line was drawn on each level following the outlined 
contour of the outermost previously mapped damage. Areas where the contour lines 
intersected existing drifts running semi-perpendicular to the ore strike were marked as 
candidates for mapping. Areas hosting known large scale discontinuities where movement 
had previously been recorded were also included. 
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Figure 5 Conceptual illustration of the footwall damage mapping area (adapted with 
courtesy of LKAB) 

In some areas, such as parts of level 740 m, damage was already mapped in the outermost 
(farthest from the ore contact) parts of the infrastructure. In these areas the position of the 
outer damage surface could not be explicitly determined utilizing damage mapping alone but 
needed to be interpolated between mapped points. 

The damage on each level was analysed and a line was drawn on a horizontal mine map of 
the level outlining the contour of areas where damage had been documented. The areas were 
connected with straight lines if they did not already connect. The lines were drawn on the 
footwall side of the damaged areas only. This resulted in a continuous line on each level 
approximating a principal boundary separating a damaged area between the line and the 
footwall contact and an undamaged area west of  the line (farther into the footwall). 

By using the contour lines from the field observations a damage extent surface was 
approximated. A “construction” plane was then generated by tracing the line-of-sight 
projected edges of the contour lines at the far ends of the mapped volume. The plane was 
used for setting the colour scheme of a refined damage surface generated from the full 
contour lines. Red colour indicates that the damage surface lay east from the construction 
plane, while yellow colour indicates that it lay west from the construction plane. The blue 
line indicates the construction plane itself, see Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Profile view of the damage surface with construction plane in blue (left) and 
including layouts of levels 320 and 775 m in black (right)  

Analysing the coloured surface shows that the shape of the damage boundary is geometrically 
complex. The earlier postulated circular shear surfaces indicated in the numerical studies by 
for example Sjöberg (1999) and Henry & Dahner-Lindkvist (2000) were not discernible nor 
could any other clear mechanism be identified from the delineated surface.  

By further studying the mapping data and the 3D representation of the large scale fracture 
zone three conclusions related to the fracture behaviour of the footwall were made. (i) A 
continuous but complex damage surface could be approximated from mapped damage. The 
movements in the footwall causing this damage had not yet been observed in the form of 
ground surface deformation. The surface deformation measurements by GPS monitoring 
only indicated small and continuous deformation. (ii) Comparing with previous mapping it 
was clear that the progression of the damage surface into the footwall did not follow the 
mining depth linearly. The rate of progression seemed to be slower on shallow levels than on 
levels closer to the excavation level (i.e. deeper levels) within the studied period. (iii) At 
levels above 740 m the observed fallouts appeared to be predominantly structurally 
controlled. Below 740 m the damage seemed to be mainly stress induced. 

Additional mapping have also been performed on levels which was not included in the 
analysis above but used to generate the calibration surface used in chapter 5. This campaign 
was concentrated on deeper levels namely: 795, 820, 878, and 907 m. The results were 
analysed in the same way and added to the 3D surface used in connection to the numerical 
models. From the more recent mapping it was noted that the damage surface below level 795 
m bends eastwards towards the SLC front and intersects the cave roughly on level 878 m.  

4.2. Numerical model setup 
With the damage boundary surface established based on the field data analysis a sensitivity 
analysis was performed using numerical Mohr-Coulomb input data. This was done through a 
parametric study in UDEC. The parametric study was conducted for a single vertical cross-
section, Y23, using a range of assumed rock mechanical input parameters based on LKAB 
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internal literature. The models utilize the equivalent material approach, that is, individual 
joints in the rock mass were not explicitly modelled but their influence was considered by a 
weighting of the overall rock mass strength.  

For all cases footwall strength parameters were applied to the entire rock mass; that is, the 
hangingwall, footwall, and the ore were given the same strength (but were still treated as 
separate units). The footwall - cave rock contact was allowed to slip after excavation. 

A start block was generated with the dimensions 4000 m (width) and 2800 m (height) with 
the upper right corner at coordinates -8500;0 and the lower left corner at -4500;-2800. The 
model dimensions were based on the global model used by among others Malmgren & 
Sjöberg (2006). The start block was cut using a lateral joint spanning the width of the block. 
The lateral joint had a geometry that represents the simplified surface features of the mine 
vertical profile Y23. The surface features of the open pit bottom, slopes and crests were 
referenced and simplified from LKAB mine maps. The open pit bottom was estimated at the 
mine level 300 m, the footwall crest at level 60 and the hangingwall crest at level 200 m. The 
start block had now been divided into two distinct blocks. The new blocks were called block 
1 and block 2, block 1 lay above the surface joint, block 2 beneath.  

Two more joints were added, these joint spanned from the bottom to the top of block 2 and 
represents the ore contacts. The ore contact joints were geometrically based on a simplified 
ore-body as portrayed in the LKAB mine maps at the vertical section Y23. Block 2 was now 
cut into three new blocks designated hangingwall block (left of the ore contacts), ore block 
(between the ore contacts) and footwall block (right of the ore contacts), see Figure 7.  

The floors of the excavation levels were added. Horizontal joints were defined between the 
ore contact joints thus cutting the ore block. The excavation floor joints were added at every 
30 m with the first joint at level 330 m and the last joint at level 1110 m. A total of 27 
excavation steps were prepared. All blocks were zoned with a uniform edge length of 15 m. 
All joints in the model were glued. 

These actions resulted in the start block being divided into four distinct groups, a 
hangingwall, a footwall, an ore-body (containing 27 excavation blocks) and a “garbage 
block” (block 1) which would be removed later. All zone groups were given elastic rock 
parameters according to Table 1. 

Table 1 Initial elastic parameters, adapted from Perman & Sjöberg (2011) 

E = 70 GPa  = 0.25 2700 kg/m3 

Initial stresses were applied to the model according to Table 2, negative stresses are 
compressive, z indicates depth corresponding to model Y-axis (negative beneath level 0 m). 
The in-plane horizontal stress corresponds to the major horizontal stress component which is 
aligned perpendicular to the ore-body and the out-of-plane horizontal stress corresponds to 
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the minor horizontal stress component aligned parallel to the ore-body (Sandström, 2003). 
The in-plane vertical stress corresponds to the in-situ vertical stress component. 

Table 2 Initialised stresses prior to elastic equilibrium, adapted from Sandström (2003) 

Stress type x (in-plane horizontal) y (in-plane vertical) z (out-of-plane horizontal) 
Magnitude 
(MPa) 

2.22 +0.037z 1.74+0.029z 1.68 +0.028z  

The depth dependent variables in Table 2 were referenced from Sandström (2003), the 
constant values were chosen so that all stresses would be to equal zero at the footwall crest at 
level 60 m (model Y axis -60). Roller boundary conditions were applied on the model 
vertical and horizontal boundaries. Gravity was initialised as g = 10 m/s2 directed vertically 
from the model top to bottom, an unbalanced force history was added and the model was 
cycled to elastic equilibrium. After equilibrium block 1 was deleted, Figure 7 shows the 
finished geometry of the model. The model was again cycled to elastic equilibrium and saved 
as a geometry model of Y23. 

 

Figure 7 Basic block and group setup  

Excavation of the mining levels was performed using the built-in Itasca programming 
language FISH. In place of simply solving directly to equilibrium after the ore was extracted 
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the pre-defined functions “Zonk” and “Relax” utilised. The “Zonk” function automatically 
detects excavation voids within a model by identifying internal boundaries. During a 
fictitious excavation cycle internal (reaction) forces are applied to the internal (excavation) 
boundary corresponding to the pressures expected to be applied from an unexcavated 
material. The “Zonk” companion function “Relax” gradually decreases the internal forces by 
10 equilibrium runs ending with an applied force of 0 which is the case of a fully excavated 
non-reinforced opening (Itasca, 2011). This simulated gradual excavation process minimises 
the “shock” in the model brought on by a sudden (instantaneous) removal of material from 
the model which might otherwise generate reaction stress waves propagating from the newly 
formed void.  

At initial conditions all zone groups were given new elastic properties according to the case 
to be run. The model was then cycled to elastic equilibrium followed by application of 
plastic properties and a second run to equilibrium. As excavation progressed the “exposed” 
footwall contact was given discontinuity properties according to Table 3 and the hangingwall 
zones overlying the excavation void was given “cave material” properties according to Table 
4. After complete excavation of a level any remaining void was refilled using “cave material”. 
Occasionally some re-fill blocks needed to be manually removed and regenerated without 
intermediated cycling to avoid contact-overlap.  

Table 3 Numerical discontinuity values 

Source  Kn (GPa/m) Ks (GPa/m) c (Pa)  ( ) t (Pa) 
(Perman & Sjöberg, 2011)  110 9 0 35 0 
  
Table 4 Mohr-Coulomb plastic properties for the caved rock 

Source E (GPa) c (Pa)  ( ) t (pa) (kg/m3) 
(Villegas & Nordlund, 2013) 0.2 0 35 0 2000 

4.3. Sensitivity analysis and parametric study 
For the parametric study the primary aim was to identify parameters having strong influence 
on the modelling results in order to judge the sensitivity of the results related to changes in 
the input parameters. As a secondary objective the results were compared to the calibration 
data (damage surface) to find “best fit” parameters for studying the rock mass behaviour. 

Mohr-Coulomb input parameters; c,  t, as well as the elastic constants E and from 
previous numerical studies of the Kiirunavaara footwall were altered within plausible limits 
based on the literature magnitudes and the corresponding influence on the model behaviour 
was studied. The sensitivity of the rock mass behaviour to variations of the mechanical 
parameters was evaluated by varying one parameter at a time, while keeping all others 
constant. The sensitivity in the plastic response, in terms of shear strain concentrations and 
yielded elements, was evaluated.  
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In the first set of models the sensitivity of the footwall failure to variations in the tensile 
strength was evaluated. The tensile strength was varied from 1.3 MPa to 0.4 MPa in 3 steps. 
The influence of the variation in the tensile strength was shown to be insignificant near the 
footwall/ore contact related to the evaluation criteria of shear strain concentrations and 
yielded elements. Farther into the wall a lower tensile strength caused an increased 
development of tensile failure from the surface, this increase was observed to be significant 
only for the final reduction step from 0.8 MPa to 0.4 MPa.  

For the second set the internal cohesion was varied between 0.4 and 0.1 MPa in 2 steps. The 
extent of the yielded area remained virtually unchanged for variation within the set. 
However it was noted that the extent and position of the shear strain concentrations were 
notably affected. The decrease in cohesion facilitated the formation of “shear bands” in the 
middle portion of the slope as well as a general increase in the number of affected zones.  

In the third set the internal friction angle was varied from 40 to 30  in 2 steps. Similar to the 
changes in internal cohesion only marginal differences were observed in the outline of 
yielded zones while a significant increase in shear band growth was noted by shear strain 
concentrations. 

In the fourth set the influence of elastic parameter magnitude was briefly examined. Two 
combinations of elastic parameters were used based on the literature (cf. Nilsson, 2012); 
E = 70 GPa, = 0.25 and, E = 13 GPa, = 0.22 respectively. Shear strain concentrations 
were plotted for both combinations and compared. The results showed that the magnitude of 
the input elastic constants significantly influenced the magnitude of the shear strain, but not 
the location of the shear strain concentration (“shear band formation”). The influence on the 
extent of the yielded zone was negligible. Thus, for the subsequent analyses the models were 
assumed insensitive to magnitude variations of the elastic constants within the studied 
intervals and as only localisation of strain concentrations and element yielding was used for 
evaluating plastic response.   

The results from the sensitivity analyses showed that with the described model setup:  

 Variations of E and v have insignificant effect on the amount and extent of yielding. 
 Variations in t have minor effect on plastic response both when c is set high and low. 

 Variations in c have significant effect on plastic response when t is high. 

 Variations in  have significant effect on plastic response when c is low and t is high. 

The results of the sensitivity analysis aided in understanding the model behaviour. They also 
indicated plausible types of failure mechanisms that could be expected to act on the footwall. 
The dominating influence of internal cohesion and friction angle over tensile strength 
indicated some type of shear failure to be more likely to occur than a tensile type failure. The 
different modelling scenarios also helped to pinpoint areas in the footwall where active failure 
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could be expected for certain types of modes and areas which were more likely to be “pulled 
along” exhibiting failure without being directly involved in the failure progression. 

4.4. Model calibration  
The mapping described in chapter 2 resulted in a 3D surface outlining the boundary between 
damaged and undamaged rock in the footwall for the entire ore length. In order to calibrate 
the UDEC models these mapping results were used to represent the observed damage in the 
area immediately around the model profile Y23. The mapping 3D surface was delineated 
into sections corresponding to each full Y-coordinate (e.g. Y21, Y22, Y23 etc.). The line 
following the contour along the bounding surface at section Y23 was picked out and 
overlaid on the models as illustrated in Figure 8.    

 

Figure 8 Transfer of mapping results to calibration surface for the UDEC models 

4.4.1. Calibrated model results 
The sensitivity analysis in chapter 4.3 indicated that the cohesion (c) and internal friction 
angle ( ) significantly affected the model behaviour while tensile strength ( t) and 
deformation parameters (E and v) had a lesser influence. The calibration cases also simulated a 
number of distinct failure evolutions that could be correlated to the bounding surface at Y23. 
Three of these simulated cases were picked out and represented by a total of six model runs 
denoted case 1 to 6. These failure evolutions are described by three damage theories based on 
the assumption that the failure in the mid portion of the wall is structurally controlled. The 
case sorting with respect to the simulated failure evolution is shown in Table 5. The damage 
evolution theories were evaluated with respect to shear strain concentrations and yielded 
elements. 
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 Theory (I); the top of the footwall crest is unstable and a general slope failure occurs 
in the upper part of the wall, this is combined with general fracturing but no large 
scale failure development in the rock mass farther down. 

 The assumption behind (II) requires some geomechanical properties of the rock mass 
to be satisfied to have a clear physical meaning. The theory assumes that structures 
exist in the upper part of the wall and that these only need to be mobilised by local 
failures at depth for the large scale failure to occur. This makes sense as the damage 
mapping campaign showed that the damage was predominantly structurally controlled 
above level 740 m. This means that mobilisation of the upper rock mass was possibly 
primarily achieved by sliding on, or opening of, pre-existing joints, often running 
sub-parallel to the ore contact. However, this mobilisation requires movement at the 
lowest point of the structurally controlled failure, for example; through a step-path 
type rock mass failure.  

 Theory (III); shear bands form and connect the ground surface and the SLC zone via 
translation over the observed structurally controlled damage.  

Table 5 Results from sensitivity analysis cases which approximated the observed damage 
based on shear strain concentrations and yielded elements 

Case number E (GPa) /  c (MPa)  ( ) t (MPa) Inferred footwall slope failure
Case 1, 
Figure 9A & 
Figure 10A 

60/ .25 0.1 35 0.3 
 

Top of footwall crest is sheared  
-Theory (I) 

Case 2, 
Figure 9B & 
Figure 10B 

70/ .25 0.4 30 1.3 
 

Top of footwall crest is sheared  
-Theory (I) 

Case 3, 
Figure 9C & 
Figure 10C 

13/ .22 0.8 35 0.8 
 

Shear bands connect the 
observed damage surface with 
the ground surface  
-Theory (III) 

Case 4, 
Figure 9D & 
Figure 10D 

18/ .25 0.6 35 0.4 
 

Shear bands connect the 
observed damage surface with 
the ground surface 
-Theory (III) 

Case 5,  
Figure 9E & 
Figure 10E   

13/ .22 1.2 35 0.8 
 

A shear “cut-off” is formed 
between the observed damage 
surface and the cave zone  
-Theory (II) 

Case 6, 
Figure 9F & 
Figure 10F 

18/ .22 1.5 35 0.8 
 

A shear “cut-off” is formed 
between the observed damage 
surface and the cave zone  
-Theory (II) 
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Figure 9 Relative shear strain concentrations with input properties according to Table 3, 
Table 4 and Table 5, for mining to the 990 m level 
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Figure 10 Yielded elements with input properties according to Table 3, Table 4 and 
Table 5, for mining to the 990 m level 
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5. Analysis 
Theory (I) provided a possible explanation of the underground damage observations but did 
not fit the surface observations. The misfit to the ground surface observations led to this 
theory being dismissed as the most likely scenario. Attention was then moved to theory (III) 
where surface distortions would be less distinct. However excessive element yielding near the 
ground surface (Figure 10C & D) indicated a far more large spread rock mass fracturing in 
the upper footwall than what is inferred from underground damage mapping and ground 
surface observations. Theory (III) was as theory (I) dismissed due to poor fit to field 
observations. The remaining theory, theory (II) was the most complex of the three but 
ultimately the one deemed most likely based on the current understanding of the historical 
failure propagation. The large scale failure itself is not fully realised in the models, instead 
emphasis was put on the prerequisites for the wall mid portion structurally controlled failure 
to be activated. The corresponding model (Figure 11) indicates fracturing mainly in close 
proximity of the active mining level.  

 

Figure 11 Shear strain concentration (left) and yielded elements (right) for the base case 
model excavated to the current main mining level 990 m 

As the mining progresses deeper the actively fracturing volume moves with the mining front 
leaving behind a “history” of rock fracturing tracked by the yielded elements illustrated in 
Figure 11.  In the upper part of the SLC zone (at the open pit footwall toe) the fracture path 
recedes towards the open pit providing a plausible explanation for the lack of deformation 
observations on the crest that would correspond to the underground movements. This failure 
path is supported by earlier internal reports of the presence of a sub vertical structure within 
the vicinity of level 300 m. Detailed evaluation of the shear strain concentrations in the 
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upper part of the footwall led to case 5 (see Table 5) being considered the best fit to the 
observations and is therefore denoted as the “base case”. The model result for the base case 
and the analysis interpretation is shown in Figure 11, a possible daylight of the sub-vertical 
structures in Figure 12, and a schematic summary of the failure path in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 12 Possible daylight zone of sub-vertical structures connecting the open pit with 
the ore parallel structurally controlled failures  

 

Figure 13 Concept of large scale failure in the footwall 

To further study the fracture processes involved in the large scale failure development seismic 
records were analysed for the mine section corresponding to the modelled location. A box 
covering the footwall volume from level 1400 m to the ground surface between Y21 and 
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Y25 was used to extract seismic data from the LKAB data base. With the imposed limitations 
the data constituted 35,119 localised events with local magnitudes between -4.2 and 1.7 for 
the time period 2008-11-14 to 2014-02-13. Filtering and event analysis were performed 
mainly using the Institute of Mine Seismology (IMS) software Vantage (IMS, 2014). 

5.1. Filtering of seismic data 
The data base supplied by LKAB contained all events accepted by the system during the 
studied period. In this context, accepted events, refers to events pre-processed by IMS and 
which are not classified as blast events (detonation of explosives). This sorting however is not 
sufficient for the data to be directly analysed. The mine has a target of locating all events with 
a local magnitude of -1.5 within an acceptable error which is indicated from the mine to be 
20 m (Stöckel et al., 2013). The location error is a semi-fictitious value produced from the 
difference in recoded and theoretical arrival times at a geophone for a specific wave signal 
multiplied with a scaling factor calibrated for the specific geophone. The location error thus 
indicates the relative certainty of how well the event was localised and should not be directly 
interpreted as an absolute number of meters. 

Following the mine target of locating events with a local magnitude larger than -1.5 a lower 
magnitude cut-off was applied; events with lower magnitude was removed from the data set. 
The remaining event locations were exported as coordinates and plotted relative to 3D mine 
maps. Event locations clustering around noise producing infrastructure such as the skip-shafts 
were removed from the set. The remaining data set was then analysed with respect to origin 
mechanisms as well as spatial and temporal distribution patterns. 

5.2. Event origin analysis 
In order to make a first separation of the events data base with respect to event origin types 
the data was filtered with respect to the energy ratio between the S and P wave spectra; the 
Es/Ep ratio. This ratio has been shown to be a reliable first estimate of origin type. The 
specific numbers to be used as transition markers between origin types varies somewhat 
between applications but there are some general rules. Shear-slip events are commonly 
associated with high Es/Ep ratios, for this study a marker value of 10 was adopted (e.g. 
Snelling et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014). Tensile events are typically low Es/Ep ratio events, 
abiding to a systematic approach the cut off indicated by Xu et al. (2014), Es/Ep < 3, was 
adopted for tensile event discrimination. Using these boundaries the data was divided into 
three sets; set 1 constituting suspected shear events with Es/Ep ratios above 10, set 2 
constituting suspected tensile events with Es/Ep ratio under 3, and set 3 constituting 
complex events with Es/Ep ratios between 3 and 10 (cf. Hyduma & Potvin, (2010); Snelling 
et al., (2013) and Xu et al., (2014) for the choice of boundaries). 

To strengthen the mechanism assumptions the data sets were analysed by Gutenberg-Richter 
graphs to study the statistical variations within the sets. Gutenberg-Richter graphs, which 
were originally developed to study earthquake populations, have been found to be a valid 
format for sfieldfieldtudy of acoustic emissions and micro-seismicity on scales ranging from 
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laboratory to earthquakes (Lockner, 1993). The data sets were automatically graphed and 
analysed using Vantage and the Gutenberg-Richter law [N(M>m)=10(a-bm)] where N is the 
number of events with magnitudes (M) larger than the lower cut-off magnitude (m) and a 
and b are constants indicating the level of activity and magnitude distribution respectively as 
developed by Gutenberg & Richter (1949). 

Data constituting Set 1 was found to most likely originate from shear-slip events based on the 
relatively high Es/Ep ratios. This conclusion was strengthened by the low b-value in Table 6 
confirms that the events are unlikely to originate from volumetric stress changes brought on 
by blasts for which a b-value > 1.2 would have been expected (Hudyma, 2008). Analysis of 
Set 3 by the Gutenberg-Richter law returns a b-value in between Set 1 and Set 2, which was 
as expected assuming the complex events contain major components of both shear-slip and 
tensile failure and thus not fitting either description while in fact being a combination of the 
two. 

Table 6 Results from Gutenberg-Richter graph analysis 

Set 
# 

Maximum local 
magnitude 

Number 
of events1 

a-value 
(per year) 

a-value 
(total) 

b-value Origin 
mechanism 

1 1.7 2815 1.66 2.380 0.713 (±0.01) Shear 
2 1.6 524 0.68 1.402 0.881 (±0.02) Tensile 
3 1.3 1636 1.33 2.049 0.777 (±0.01) Shear + tensile 

1Number of events with local magnitude exceeding -1.5 

Taking into account the number of total events, and the similar (non-relative) magnitude 
distributions of the event origin types, the predominant failure mechanism in the studied area 
could be argued to be of shear-slip origin as Set 1 (shear-slip) corresponds to 57%, Set 3 
(complex) 33%, and Set 2 (tensile) 10 % of the total number of events. It should be noted 
that the relative distribution might be influenced by the sensitivity of the seismic system as 
shear origin events in general tend to be of larger magnitude than tensile origin events. 
However, performing a simple origin analysis, based on the Es/Ep ratio only, on the full set 
of events without application of the lower magnitude cut-off at -1.5 local magnitude did not 
affect the relative distribution between the sets more than a few units of percentage. 

5.3. UDEC output and seismic locations 
The seismic data dates from late 2008 to early 2014. During this time the studied block has 
been mined on three sequential excavation levels; level 935, 964, and 993 m. Level 935 m 
was mined during 2009 and 2010, level 964 m during 2011 and 2012 and mining on level 
993 m commenced during 2013.  

The coordinates corresponding to seismic event locations between Y21 and Y25 were 
plotted as pixels together with the conceptual mine geometry from the UDEC models for 
section Y23. The sets were filtered with respect to time of occurrence and related to the 
respective active production level at the time. This entails that each set was divided into 
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three subsets, one for each level as shown for the tensile events in Figure 14. Events which 
were not localised in the footwall were marked grey to highlight the distribution within the 
footwall. The grey coloured events were located within the mining area or in the SLC zone 
and are thus not directly related to damage progression in the footwall. 

 
Figure 14 Spatial distribution of tensile origin events (pixels), events are coloured with 
respect to active mining level, events not localised in the footwall are marked grey, 
lowest line indicates the deepest installed geophones  

Concentrating on the footwall events the spatial pattern indicated general load redistribution 
in the rock mass surrounding the mining area. There were some tendencies for event 
clustering at the intersection of the conceptual damage surface and the footwall contact but 
the low event count did not allow for any possible correlation to be further pursued at this 
stage. As the tensile data constituted only about 10 % of the events and showed significant 
scatter in localisation attention was focused on the shear component events constituting the 
bulk of the data. 

Due to the seismological similarities (b-value, shear-origin and maximum local magnitude) of 
the shear component sets (sets 1 and 3), combined with similar spatial and temporal patterns, 
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the two sets were analysed together with no internal separation of the event types. In an 
attempt to understand the emerging patterns the seismic event locations were analysed in 
combination with the modelling results from the base case setup. The shear component 
event locations were plotted in three stages corresponding to the three sequential excavation 
levels active during the studied period. The event locations were overlaid on differential 
stresses, visualising the magnitude difference between the maximum and minimum principal 
stress as shown in Figure 15 for level 964 m mined between 2011 and 2012.  

 
Figure 15 Shear component event locations overlaid on principal stress differences for 
excavation level 964 m during two years of mining (2011-2012), events not localised in 
the footwall are marked grey 

Two clusters were clearly discernible for mining of level 935 and 964 m. The first cluster is 
located in direct contact with the excavation level while the second cluster is located at a 
greater depth (> level 1200 m) and seems to be associated with the footwall/ore contact. 
This cluster was not shown for mining of level 993 m, the reason for this is not entirely clear. 
The clustering is indicated underneath the seismic system leading to poor localisation of 
events making the cluster formation uncertain and it might not be visible in the last 
excavation step as it contains fewer events. The cluster may also have migrated outside the 
studied volume following the footwall contact eastwards. Concentrating on the upper cluster 
located inside the seismic system the clustering seems to follow the excavation level 
downward as mining depth increases. The results further indicated that that the footwall 
events were associated with volumes of increased principal stress difference.  
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The shear component event locations were also plotted in a similar fashion with respect to 
numerically calculated displacements. For visualisation purposes the event locations were not 
directly overlaid the numerical displacements. Instead the event locations were outlined using 
simple density isobars as shown in Figure 16 for level 964 m.  

 
Figure 16 (Left) Shear component event locations and approximate event density isobars 
for excavation level 964 m, events not localised in the footwall are marked grey. (Right) 
Same density isobars overlaid displacements for mining from level 935 to 964 m 

Just as for the differential stress analysis the seismic events are concentrated in the highly 
disturbed areas. The upper cluster which was shown to be located above the volume of 
increased stress difference was by the numerical displacement results shown to be correlated 
to the zones showing the highest relative rock mass displacements. It was also apparent that 
mobilisation of the footwall rock mass is concentrated near the mining level and that the 
upper footwall has come to a relative rest. This indication is supported by the near absence of 
seismic events above level 700 m. Damage mapping in drifts in the upper part of the footwall 
(above level 700 m) indeed suggest mostly structurally controlled shearing and opening of 
pre-existing discontinuities such as natural joint sets and planes. The shear direction has been 
observed to be sub-parallel to the ore dip and opening of structures in the upper most part of 
the wall have occurred in structures striking along the ore-strike. This type of movement 
neither seems to be well captured by the continuum model used nor does it seem to be 
clearly traceable by the current seismic study. 
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6. Discussion 
In combination, mapping and numerical modelling together with seismic data suggest that 
the damage boundary surface forms along pre-existing structures in the upper and mid 
portion of the footwall. Under these conditions, the surface will be limited by the activation 
of these structures at deeper levels and can thus be expected to move into the footwall in a 
step-by-step fashion with the step length set by the structure spacing. This means that the 
damage surface, when moving inwards, will do so by stepping to the next set of structures 
without significant damage to the rock mass between structures. It can thus be postulated 
that the damage surface on shallow levels is controlled not only by the structures but also by 
the evolution of a rock mass failure on the deeper levels.  

The rock mass movements associated with the observed damages in the upper parts of the 
footwall were not well captured by the continuum based numerical model nor could these 
movements and rock falls be clearly traced by utilising the analysed seismic data. The baseline 
for tracking rock mass failure using seismic recordings is that fracture growth and slip is 
accompanied by distinct micro-seismicity which can be picked up by the seismic arrays. 
Intrinsic to this approach is that slip along a plane is discontinuous over time. Elastic strain 
energy accumulates over a slip surface until the surface yields and shears accompanied by the 
release of energy in the form of micro-seismicity. However, if the slip is constant and 
continuous over time very small amounts of elastic strain energy will accumulate. The energy 
released from small build-ups will inherently also be small and likely fall below the recording 
threshold of the seismic arrays. A few available measurements of individual shearing 
structures on levels 320 and 509 m do indicate continuous shear displacements in the order 
of a few to fractions of a millimetre per year. In addition, the relatively large distance from 
the seismic system, near the production level, to the upper part of the footwall inherently 
entails a risk of the low-magnitude micro-seismicity that is generated to be attenuated before 
reaching the system. 

The concentrations of seismic event locations close to the mining level could be considered 
in the context of seismic softening of the rock mass as described for the Creighton mine by 
Snelling et al. (2013). Seismic softening was earlier indicated for the Kiirunavaara mine by 
Henry et al. (2001) and a general reduction in rock mass integrity below the excavation level 
was anticipated from the shear strain concentrations in the base case models. In the base case 
models the pattern of shear strain concentrations from the excavation front intersects with 
the observed structurally controlled failure, resulting in a step-path type failure developing in 
the model (but without explicit step-path joints being modelled). This step-path is also 
indicated by the mapping results where damage underlying level 740 m was deemed to be 
mainly stress-induced and including propagation of new fractures. Numerical stress analyses 
show that clustering of seismic events could indicate areas of high differential stresses. These 
analysed seismic event locations do not form explicit bridging patterns which could be 
directly linked to observed damage. However, the fact that the seismic events in this region 
was shown to be mainly of shear-slip origin further indicates the development of shear 
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failures in this volume. Analyses of numerical displacements also point to a relationship 
between clustering of shear origin events and rock mass being mobilised and experiencing 
relatively large displacements compared to its surroundings. The stress and displacement 
patterns of the base case model together with the seismic data indicate that the rock mass 
expands into the low-stiffness cave material from the SLC operation leading to a decrease in 
lateral confinement. The softened rock mass may then fail along a curved shear failure 
surface. The shear failure intersects with, and mobilises, the structures controlling the failure 
on the shallow levels. 

Tensile origin events recorded in the studied area indicate the occurrence of brittle failures in 
the form of fracture propagation through intact rock. The tensile events constituted only a 
minor portion of the event cloud and the events were scattered throughout a relative large 
area. The location scattering suggests that brittle failures have not been well confined to 
certain regions but is an indication of a general stress changes in the footwall rock mass. 
Tendencies could be discerned for some clustering of tensile events at the intersection 
between the conceptual damage surface and the SLC area but the low number of events 
makes the correlation uncertain. The indications for such correlations increase as mining 
came closer to the current excavation level (level 993 m) and thus closer to the rock mass 
state used for estimating the conceptual boundary. However, the earlier recordings (from 
level 935 m) did not indicate a pattern that was interpreted as this boundary retreating 
upwards as would be expected from a strong correlation between the damage boundary and 
tensile events. Instead, the direction of the major virgin principal stress (perpendicular to the 
ore-body) entails significant stress-redistribution in the footwall from the mining advance 
(Sandström, 2003). Thus, brittle failures throughout the footwall rock mass with wide 
scattered tensile event locations would be expected. 

6.1.  Limitations and uncertainties 
The footwall was thoroughly mapped on accessible levels between level 320 and level 
907 m. Between the mappable points the bounding surface was approximated linearly to 
form a damage surface. This means that the actual boundary may be more complex than 
indicated as additional “twists and bends” might be hidden where there is no infrastructure 
allowing access. Further, the infrastructure has allowed access to the rock mass only at a 
relatively close distance to the footwall contact. At some locations the entire horizontal 
“depth” of the mapped area showed signs of damage, the damage boundary can in such 
circumstances be suspected of being located farther into the footwall then approximated from 
the available observations. A large scale measuring system will be installed to confirm the 
boundary position also outside the accessible infrastructure. 

The numerical models are sensitive to the input parameters and the geometry as well as the 
geology must in all cases be simplified. The choice to use the equivalent rock mass property 
approach in favour of explicit joint modelling through e.g. Discrete fracture networks (DFN) 
or Voronoi tessellation may affect the indicated failure mode especially with respect to the 
postulated step-path failure. The problem with such explicit modelling approaches is the 
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availability of calibration data. In the case presented the numerical models were calibrated 
with respect to the mapped damage and the inferred surface connecting the observations. It 
was shown by the review of earlier models that the assumed mechanical properties of the 
rock mass components varied significantly depending on the purpose of the model. 
Introducing additional parameters into the model, i.e., joint and fracture properties would for 
this study only add to the uncertainties as the calibration data would remain the same. In 
short, what was studied was not the explicit rock mass properties but the conceptual 
behaviour of the entire system. It was therefore opted to keep the model simple and lucid by 
limiting the number of variable parameters. Future models within the project will however 
require higher levels of sophistication to further study the footwall-cave rock interaction and 
the possible influence from rock mass structures.  

The seismic data base was limited to footwall events in a 400 m wide block centred on the 
mine profile Y23. This constitutes only a fraction of the full seismic data base which means 
that possible global seismic patterns may have been overlooked. In addition, the installation 
pattern of the seismic system leads to poor localisation of events originating above level 700 
m or below level 1200 m. The low azimuthal coverage for this data makes the true 3D event 
locations outside the system uncertain. 

The a and b values of set 1 and 3 are close in magnitude making the distinction between the 
event types uncertain. The separation is primarily based on the Es/Ep ratios and should serve 
as a conceptual transition rather than an explicit cut-off mark. Set 2 shows proportionally 
much larger deviations in magnitudes for the a and b values compared to the other two sets 
(set 1 and 3). This difference validates a distinction between events with shear components 
(set 1 and 3) and events with only a “pure” tensile component (set 2). 

The formation of the deep seated seismic cluster cannot be explained by the used continuum 
numerical model. It is however considered likely, based on the spatial location, that the 
cluster is related to some type of footwall/ore-body interaction. The indicated location of the 
deep seated cluster (under level 1200 m) is also situated well below the boundary of the 
seismic system which reduces the location accuracy and entails a possible bias in event 
localisation. 
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7. Conclusions 
This thesis has presented work aimed at determining the predominant failure mechanism in 
the Kiirunavaara mine footwall. To this end field mapping, numerical modelling, and seismic 
event analyses have been utilised. The results indicate a co-dependency between the data 
sources; neither can be fully understood without the context of another. The numerical 
models where coupled to the field mapping by incorporating the in-situ observations as 
calibration data in the UDEC models. The models were then used in the analyses of seismic 
event locations surrounding the modelled profile to study the rock mass fracturing. Co-
analysis of the different data sources has allowed for the following main conclusions. 

From the mapping data a 3D surface was approximated which represents the boundary 
between damaged mobilised footwall rock and undamaged footwall rock. Analysis of the 
surface shape showed that: 

1. No single footwall failure mode could be identified using the approximated bounding 
surface produced from the field mapping. The geometrical shape was complex which 
suggests that two or more mechanisms are acting in combination. Field mapping also 
indicates strong influence on failure development from pre-existing structures in the 
upper part of the footwall but not in the lowest portion. 

The mapping adds additional data in the form of observed damage types; it was noted that 
there was a correlation between the most common types of damage observed and the depth 
from the ground surface:   

2. In the uppermost part of the footwall the failure followed pre-existing structure sets. 
These sets need to be mobilised at deeper levels to allow large scale slip. In the lower 
part of the footwall crushing and other stress induced failures through intact rock were 
dominant. In the lowest parts most damage seemed to be related to seismic activity. 

The field mapping results were compared to historical documentation of previous mapping 
campaigns of the footwall. Comparison of the field notes gave insight into the historical 
failure development.     

3. Comparing with previous mapping it is clear that the progression of the damage 
surface into the footwall does not follow the mining depth linearly. The rate of 
progression seems to be lower on shallow levels than on levels closer to the excavation 
level (i.e. deeper levels).  

Numerical models constructed using the commercial code UDEC were calibrated using the 
damage bounding surface around the mine profile Y23. The models outlined a plausible 
failure evolution which would allow the structures in the upper footwall to be activated by a 
step-path type failure indicated by numerical shear strain concentrations.  
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4. At depth the structure sets controlling the failures in the upper part are intersected by 
a step-path failure resembling curved shear failure through the rock mass. This step-
path failure daylight the “footwall slope surface” inside the SLC zone. 

a. The dominant type of damage observed at these depths was stress induced 
failures with or without clear correlation to mine seismicity. 

b. Analysis of seismic records for the site specified a predominance of seismic 
events with Es/Ep ratios above 10. This indicates that the main failure mode of 
the rock mass below level 700 m is shear dominated. The second largest group 
of events contains both shear-slip and volumetric failure components.  

The co-analysis of the seismic data base and the results from the numerical models pointed to 
a correlation between the failures observed in the step-path area between level 740 and 
878 m and the seismic activity near the current production level 993 m.  

5. The step-path failure on deeper levels is indicated to be pre-conditioned by rock mass 
fracturing on and below the active excavation level. The failure surface develops as 
the rock mass becomes de-stressed due to heave or deformation into the SLC zone 
allowing the pre-conditioned rock mass weaknesses to mobilise. 

a. Concentrations of seismic events indicate areas of large principal stress 
difference. Large principal stress differences indicate shear failure to be the 
principal reason for material yielding. This is further supported by the seismic 
events predominantly being of shear-slip origin.  

b. Numerical rock mass displacements are concentrated near and just above the 
mining area following the mining as it progresses deeper. The accumulated 
numerical displacement pattern therefore coincides with the damage bounding 
surface on overlying levels. 

c. It is postulated that the seismic events indicate a softening of the rock mass 
which allows increased rock mass deformation on higher levels as ore 
extraction reduces the lateral confinement. 

The seismic data base was studied in relation to the structural shear in the upper part of the 
footwall. Mapping records and shear gauges on single structures indicate continuous structure 
shear and a correlation was sought between this shear motion and seismic records, however: 

6. The analyses have not revealed a direct correlation between seismic location data and 
observed damage resulting from large scale deformations. Tracing of structure shear-
slip by seismic events requires a sudden release of stored energy due to discontinuous 
slip. Sliding along discontinuities in the upper part of the footwall will not cause 
micro-seismicity with magnitudes large enough to be picked up by the seismic system 
since continuous sliding does not allow for significant energy build-up. 
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Understanding the footwall behaviour to date is a first and significant step towards future 
prognoses. This thesis forms a foundation that is critical for the coming work, while at the 
same time it is recognised that many questions still remain unanswered or to be investigated. 

7.1. Future work 
With the establishment of a scientifically based theory on the predominant mechanisms 
acting in the footwall further steps can be taken towards the final goal of producing prognosis 
models for future mining. The reported work features conceptual models aimed at finding 
plausible failure evolution paths leading up to the current footwall state. To move forward 
there are certain key issues that should be addressed and further studied. These key issues are 
primarily related to: 

1. The cave rock; simulation of the cave rock and excavation procedure should be 
refined, this could be done by application of caving models or directed parameter 
studies. This leads into the next key issue; the cave rock – footwall interaction. This 
interaction was accounted for in an elementary way in the conceptual models by 
allowing footwall contact slip. Future models should also address this issue and the 
contact properties should be examined in context of hangingwall caving.   

2. Validation of the failure evolution theory by field measurements; based on the work 
presented in this thesis a monitoring system have been designed to measure rock mass 
deformation at the mine profiles Y23 and Y27. The system was designed to capture 
displacements associated with the applied failure theory. Installation is currently on-
going, future work should include evaluation and amendments to this system once 
fully installed.  

3. Development of prognosis methods for future mining; this thesis is part of a larger 
project for which the main final deliverables are tools for making prognoses of 
footwall behaviour at future mining stages. These tools should ultimately be applied to 
present prognoses outlining the impact of mining on existing and future mine 
infrastructure both underground and on the ground surface.  
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Abstract
The Kiirunavaara mine is a large scale sub level caving (SLC) mine located near the city of
Kiruna in northern Sweden. It is owned and operated by LKAB (Luossavaara Kiirunavaara
AB). The mine produces approximately 28 million tonnes of iron ore annually. Over the last
30 years the mine has experienced a slow but progressive fracturing and movement in the
footwall rock mass induced by the SLC operations. The footwall contact which assumes a
“slope like” geometry is partially supported by the caved material from the hangingwall.
However, since the late 1980s damage has been observed on the footwall crest as well as
within the footwall. Progressive rock mass movement in the footwall is indicated by
surface subsidence and visual observations underground. The extent of the damage has
traditionally been estimated using empirical relations. Most of the current long term
underground infrastructure within the footwall is located at a considerable distance from
the ore contact. However, for new developments on deeper levels it is imperative to predict
the future extent of the damage volume. Approximating the position of the damage
boundary in the footwall at the current state of mining would assist in predicting the extent
and characteristics of the damage volume as the mine deepens. LKAB and LTU (Lulea
University of Technology) have therefore initiated a joint research project to study the long
term stability of the footwall at the Kiirunavaara mine. This paper constitutes part of the
work in this research.

The paper describes a damage mapping campaign and subsequent analysis of the
Kiirunavaara mine footwall to approximate the outer boundary of the damage. The
footwall was systematically mapped on 6 levels between 320 and 800 m. The mapping
results were then used to interpolate damage lines on the respective levels. The damage
lines were used to construct a continuous damage surface between the studied levels.
Existing records of damage mapping, monitoring and predictions were reviewed and
compared to the results from the current campaign. The new results show that, the outer
damage surface appears to remain stationary on the upper levels while new damage was
observed on the deeper levels. At levels above 740 m the damage is judged to be mainly
controlled by movements along natural discontinuities. At levels below 740 m the majority
of the damage seems to be stress induced.

1 Introduction
The Kiirunavaara mine, located near the city of Kiruna in northern Sweden, is a large scale
sublevel caving operation producing 28 Mt (million metric tons) of iron ore per year.
Originally an open pit operation the mine later transited to underground operations in the
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late 1950 s. Today the main orebody is mined using SLC and the mine is currently
transitioning from a main haulage at level 1045 to the new one at level 1365 situated at a
depth of roughly 1100 m (actual depth from ground surface).

The main host rock in the footwall is the Precambrian aged low quartz syenite porphyry.
The porphyry is subsequently replaced by other rock types farther into the footwall. The
footwall porphyry is subdivided into 5 categories; denoted SP1 SP5 according to strength
properties. The RMR for the footwall was compiled and referenced by Sandström (2003) to
range between 49 and 68.

In principle the mine is oriented north south, with the footwall on the west side and the
ore body dipping around 60 towards the east (see Figure 1). Orientation and naming of
objects and infrastructure are referenced to a local 3D coordinate system with vertical z
axis originating at the pre mining peak of the Kiirunavaara mountain. The local y axis is
roughly oriented north to south and follows the general strike of the orebody, the x axis is
oriented roughly west to east. Z coordinates increases with depth, y coordinates increases
southwards and x coordinates increases eastwards into and beyond the hangingwall.

Figure 1 Coordinate orientation of the Kiirunavaara mine

The surface and underground mining infrastructures at Kiirunavaara are located on and
within the footwall. The general layout of the underground infrastructure is aligned
parallel to the strike of the orebody. Most of the permanent infrastructures such as
crushers, skip shafts and workshops are located at a relatively large distance from the
footwall ore contact. The infrastructure close to the contact consists mainly of roads, ore
passes and footwall drifts.

Over the last 30 years the mine has experienced a slow but progressive fracturing and
deformation in the footwall rock mass. This movement of the rock mass is directly related
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to the sequential sub level caving (SLC) operations. As the orebody is removed through SLC
the footwall contact becomes de stressed and assumes a slope like geometry, see Figure 2.
The footwall “slope” is partially supported by the caved rock masses from the hangingwall
(e.g. Villegas & Nordlund, 2008; Stöckel et al. 2013).

Damage has been observed since the late 1980s both on the footwall crest and at the
underground infrastructure. Surface cracks have been systematically mapped and tracked
in varying regularity since 1992. The mapping was first focused within the extent of the
open pit area but has later shifted to the northernmost parts of the crest where cracks
have been observed outside the open pit area (e.g. Lupo, 1996).

Figure 2 Concept of the footwall slope

Even though most of the production critical infrastructure (skip shafts, crushers, etc.) is
located at a considerable distance from the ore contact a large scale movement/failure in
the footwall could drastically impede the mining operations due to damage on roads, ore
passes and footwall drifts. It has thus been a focus of LKAB since the early 1990s to
accurately forecast the global stability of the footwall with increasing mining depth.
Several short studies have already been published with this aim. However, these studies
have produced inconsistent and inconclusive results. LKAB and LTU (Lulea University of
Technology) have therefore initiated a joint research project to study the long term
stability of the footwall at the Kiirunavaara mine.

This paper constitutes the initial phase of this research project and aims to determine the
present extent of the footwall fracturing (damage line) and, if possible, confirm the
assumed failure modes.
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2 Kiirunavaara footwall fracture studies

2.1 Previous studies

In the 1990s several studies were published on the large scale footwall stability at the
Kiirunavaara mine. These studies were aimed at identifying the footwall failure
mechanisms. Dahner Lindkvist (1992) analysed the observed damage by using the slope
stability charts developed by Hoek & Bray (1981). Singh et al. (1993) evaluated the
progressive failure of the hanging and footwall at Kiirunavaara mine and Rajpura Dariba
SLC mine in India. They interpreted tensile failure as the main mechanism driving the
footwall instability and henceforth predicted formation of tensile cracks at the ground
surface.

Lupo (1996) assumed that the failure surface in the footwall was planar, either comprising
of a pre existing structure or a combination of geological structures and failure surfaces
through intact rock in combination with a surface tension crack. With this assumption the
surface deformations and the correlated underground damage were predicted to follow
the inclination of the ore/host rock contact and not to propagate significantly westward as
the mining depth increased.

Sjöberg (1999) performed numerical and limit equilibrium analyses of the Kiirunavaara
footwall and identified circular shear failure as the primary failure mechanism.

The subject of footwall stability was revisited by Henry & Dahner Lindqvist (2000) in which
the subject of predominant failure mechanisms was briefly discussed but not examined in
depth. Later, Villegas & Nordlund (2008) modelled the progressive failure in Kiirunavaara
using the code PFC2D. Both the rock mass and the caved material were modelled, but
major structures were not considered and the size of the particles constituting the caved
material had a radius of 1 m. The model showed that the caved material supports the
footwall even during ore draw. The effect of the traction from the caved material on the
footwall induced only local failures on the footwall face close to the undercut level. These
local failures did not progress significantly into the wall. This contradicts some indications
by Lupo (1996) that the caved masses added to the shear forces in the footwall during ore
draw.

3 Current monitoring

3.1 Surfacemonitoring

Quantitative deformation monitoring is performed almost exclusively on the ground
surface. Both the footwall and hangingwall are monitored by GPS along predetermined
monitoring lines (Stöckel et al. 2013. The footwall monitoring lines includes a total of 84
measurement hubs of which the majority are measured once a year. Some specific points
of special interest where larger deformations are expected are measured quarterly. InSAR
technology has been used since 2009 but is primarily evaluated only for the hangingwall
ground surface (Stöckel et al. 2013). In addition, aerial photographs by helicopter over
flights have been captured yearly since 2008. So far the footwall crest suffers only minor
and continuous deformations.
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3.2 Undergroundmonitoring

Deformations are more apparent in the underground infrastructure than they are on the
surface. Large scale footwall fracturing was first observed underground in the 1980s. To
monitor this deformation Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) cables were utilized.
However, due to the early installation many of the measuring points are now inside the
failure volume and can no longer be accessed. The high cost of installing new TDR cables
led to LKAB not replacing this system as measuring points were lost. Instead a macro
seismic system from CANMET was brought in around the year 2000 to track volumes
suffering rock mass deformation. This system was subsequently replaced by a local micro
seismic system from IMS in 2003 constituting around 10 geophones. The 2003 system was
later expanded to a mine wide system in 2008 which included around 220 geophones in
late 2013 (Stöckel et al. 2013).

The majority of the current IMS geophones are installed in the footwall close to the active
mining areas, while only a few are located at the higher levels. Due to the resulting low
azimuthal coverage of the upper levels the system has of yet not been evaluated for
monitoring the footwall failure in any larger extent using the current analysis methods.

The seismic system is currently the only method that is quantitatively monitoring the
footwall underground. Qualitative measurements are performed by routine damage
mapping concentrated near the production areas. The upper decommissioned areas are
mapped only in relation to specific projects, meaning that several years may pass between
the mapping campaigns. Internal LKAB memos document several of these campaigns, the
two most recent were performed in 2004 and 2012 respectively but they only covered the
mine section Y22 to Y24.

3.3 Quantitative damagemapping

In the campaign reported in this paper damage mapping was performed between the
coordinates Y15 and Y45 (roughly 3 km along the strike of the orebody), see Figure 3. The
aim was to update the underground observations on decommissioned levels and to
present them in the context of large scale footwall fracturing.

To achieve the best overview a number of evenly spaced levels were studied. Old haulage
levels were found to be both quite easily accessible on most Y coordinates and evenly
spaced in depth. The levels 320, 420, 509, 540 and 775 m were therefore initially
considered for mapping. In addition, level 740 m was included as the 2004 and 2012
campaigns (between Y22 and Y24) indicated a break in trend of the location of damage on
the overlying levels.

In order to single out specific regions to investigate previous damage mapping protocols
for the respective levels were used. A line was drawn on each level following the outlined
contour of the outermost previously mapped damage. Areas where the contour lines
intersected existing drifts running semi perpendicular to the ore strike were marked as
candidates for mapping. Areas hosting known large scale discontinuities where movement
had previously been recorded were also included.
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Figure 3 Sketch of the footwall damage mapping area (adapted with courtesy of LKAB)

In some areas, such as parts of level 740 m, damage was already mapped in the outermost
(farthest from the ore contact) parts of the infrastructure. In these areas the position of
the outer damage surface cannot be explicitly determined utilizing damage mapping alone
but needs to be interpolated between mapped points.

4 Results
By interpolating damage contour lines between observed points on the respective levels a
damage surface geometry was approximated, see Figure 4. The damage contour lines were
then updated based on new observations when damage was confirmed outside the lines
derived from the previous campaigns (i.e., farther into the footwall).

Figure 4 Plan map showing contour lines for mapped damage on the respective levels

The observed fallouts associated with footwall damage were predominantly structurally
controlled above level 740 m. At level 740 m the majority of the observed damages were
stress induced. At this level the initiation and propagation of new local fractures also
became more apparent.

Figure 4 outlines a failure surface that roughly follows the general dip and strike of the
orebody. For further analysis all parts of the contour lines were given the same credibility
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regardless of if the points were derived from direct observation or from interpolation. On
the basis of this assumption a damage surface can be interpolated also between levels.

An “averaged” damage plane was generated by tracing the projected edges of the damage
contour lines at Y12 and Y49 between levels 320 m and 740 m using straight lines. The
“average damage plane” obtained was a flat surface dipping 56 and striking parallel to the
orebody. The plane was used as a reference for setting the colour scheme of a refined
damage surface generated from the full contour lines. The refined damage surface is
hereafter referred to as simply “the damage surface”. Dark colour means that the damage
surface lies east from the “average plane”, while light colour means that it lies west from
the “average plane”, black line indicates the reference “average plane”, see Figure 5. The
reason behind the different colouring was to simplify visualisation of the complex surface
geometry.

Figure 5 Profile view of the damage surface with colour reference plane (left) and with
levels 320 and 775 m (right)

From the colour scheme in Figure 5 it is clear that the shape of the damage surface is
complex. The earlier postulated circular shear surfaces are not discernible nor can any
other clear mechanism be identified from the delineated surface.

Damage Domains are established to prepare for future numerical models of the footwall.
The volume is separated into domains with similar damage surface geometry. This means
that a 2D numerical model can be calibrated with respect to each domain using the trace
of the damage surface and an assumption of plane strain. In Figure 6 the damage surface
has been divided into 7 domains. An arbitrary vertical profile within a domain should
capture the representative behaviour of the damage surface within that domain.
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Figure 6 Footwall domains with respect to the damage surface geometry, front view from
the east (upper image) and top view (lower image) along the “average plane”

The footwall was divided into structural domains based on the orientation of the major
joint sets by Rådberg (1991). In comparison with the structural domain for level 795 m
presented by Rådberg (1991) a number of similarities appear to the damage domains
proposed in this paper, see Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Figure 7 Joint set domains on level 795 m by Rådberg (1991), top view

Both the results from Rådberg (1991) and the current investigation indicate domain
boundaries at roughly Y33, Y39 and Y44. The agreement between the two studies is an
indication of a change in the rock mass properties at these sections. The northern part of
the mine i.e. between Y15 and Y33 was not divided into domains by Rådberg (1991).

5 Conclusions
Using damage observations connected by contour lines on multiple levels a 3D
representation of a large scale damage zone can be made. A study of this 3D
representation allowed a number of conclusions related to the damage behaviour of the
footwall to be made:

 A continuous but complex damage surface can be approximated from mapped
underground damage. The movements in the footwall causing this damage does
not directly transfer to the ground surface as surface deformation measurements
by GPS indicate small and continuous deformation only.
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 Comparing with previous mapping it is clear that the progression of the damage
surface into the footwall does not follow the mining depth linearly. The rate of
progression seems to be lower on shallow levels than on levels closer to the
excavation level (i.e. deeper levels).

 At levels above 740 m the observed fallouts appeared to be predominantly
structurally controlled. Below 740 m the damage seemed to be mainly stress
induced.

 No single failure mode could be discerned from the damage surface. The derived
geometrical shape was complex which would indicate that two or more
mechanisms are acting in combination.

The surface approximation shows a plausible position of an estimated damage surface.
That is, it indicates the boundary between mobilised damaged de stressed rock mass and
non mobilised load bearing rock mass. The fact that the delineation results in a relatively
smooth surface suggests that this boundary represents an explicit zone of fracturing. The
zone of fracturing is indicated to be continuous and sub parallel to both the dip and the
strike of the orebody. The fracture zone perpendicular to the strike of the orebody seems
to be limited in width with the noticeable damage concentrated in a narrow region. A
deformation monitoring system may be able to detect movements related to the damage
observed during the mapping campaign. Currently a monitoring program is being
implemented to monitor and confirm the position of the damage boundary in situ. This will
assist in developing a three dimensional damage model of footwall, which in turn will help
describe the damage mechanisms.
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Abstract 

Over the last 30 years the Kiirunavaara mine has experienced a slow but progressive 
fracturing and movement in the footwall rock mass which is directly related to the sublevel 
caving (SLC) method utilized by Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag (LKAB). As part of an 
on-going work, this paper focuses on describing and explaining a likely evolution path of 
large scale fracturing in the Kiirunavaara footwall. The trace of this fracturing was based on a 
series of damage mapping campaigns carried out over the last two years, accompanied by 
numerical modelling. Data collected from the damage mapping between mine levels 320 and 
907 m was used to create a 3D surface representing a conceptual boundary for the extent of 
the damaged volume. The extent boundary surface was used as the basis for calibrating 
conceptual numerical models created in UDEC. The mapping data, in combination with the 
numerical models indicated a plausible evolution path of the footwall fracturing that was 
subsequently described. Between levels 320 and 740 m the extent of fracturing into the 
footwall appears to be controlled by natural pre-existing discontinuities, while below 740 m 
there are indications of a curved shear or step-path failure. The step-path is hypnotised to be 
activated by rock mass heave into the SLC zone above the current extraction level. Above 
the 320 m level, the fracturing seems to intersect a sub-vertical structure that daylights in the 
old open pit slope. Identification of these probable damage mechanisms was an important 
step in order to determine the requirements on a monitoring system for tracking footwall 
damage. This paper thus describes the background work for a design system currently being 
installed. 

Keywords: Numerical modelling, footwall behaviour, failure evolution, monitoring  

1 Introduction 

Over the last 30 years the Kiirunavaara mine has experienced a slow but progressive 
fracturing and movement in the footwall rock mass, which is directly related to the sublevel 
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caving (SLC) method utilized by the mining company Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag 
(LKAB). SLC is a cost-effective mass-mining method, which allows for a high level of 
automation but inherently causes the host rock, particularly on the hangingwall side, to cave 
progressively and fill the voids from ore extraction. This progressive caving is a prerequisite 
for optimal performance of the operation. As mining progresses the footwall contact becomes 
de-stressed and assumes a slope-like geometry. The footwall “slope” is partially supported by 
the caved rock masses from the hangingwall (Villegas & Nordlund, 2008). Despite this, 
damage on the footwall crest as well as within the footwall rock mass has been observed since 
the late 1980s.  

It is essential to accurately forecast the global stability of the footwall at the Kiirunavaara 
mine with increasing mining depth for the continued operation of the mine as well as the 
design of the infrastructure located both within the footwall and on the ground surface close 
to the footwall crest. Even though most of the production critical infrastructure (skip shafts, 
crushers, etc.) is located at a considerable distance from the ore contact a large scale 
movement or failure in the footwall could drastically impede the mining operations. It is 
therefore important to carry out early or timely prognoses to identify any potential associated 
risks.  

Progressive failure of the footwall at Kiruna mine has been studied by a number of authors 
(e.g. Singh et al, 1993; Lupo, 1996; Sjöberg, 1999). These studies were aimed at identifying 
the mechanisms driving the progressive footwall failure. Sing et al (1993) identified tensile 
mechanism as the source of the failure. However, Lupo (1996) and Sjöberg (1999) showed 
that the observed damage did not fit well with patterns associated with the proposed tensile 
mechanisms. Villegas & Nordlund (2008) showed that the caved material supports the 
footwall even during draw, thus contradicting some of the findings of Lupo (1996) where 
increased shear development during draw was indicated. The action of the shear-traction 
from the caved material on the footwall induced only local failures on the footwall face close 
to the undercut level. These local failures did not progress significantly into the wall. Sjöberg 
(1999) surmised circular shear failure as the primary failure mode. The potential large scale 
footwall instability was also modelled by Sitharam et al (2002) using similar input as Lupo 
(1996), but with a calibration of the rock mass to include strength reduction due to jointing. 
According to Sitharam et al (2002) the results from the model showed the development of 
shear bands that corresponded “fairly well” to the failures reported by Sjöberg (1999).  In 
continuation to the above works a new study is presented which was conducted in order to 
further the understanding of the footwall failure evolution as mining progresses deeper. The 
current study involved reviewing past works as well as performing new damage mapping 
campaigns to outline the damage extent, as well as pursuing numerical simulations to gain 
insight in to the failure mechanisms driving the footwall instability. Conceptual numerical 
modelling was conducted in the form of parameter study and back analysis where the results 
from the damage mapping presented by Nilsson et al (2014) combined with additional 
damage mapping data from the current work were used as basis for model calibration. The 
ultimate objective was to use the results from the mapping campaign and numerical study to 
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design a monitoring system, which is currently being implemented, to track the progression 
of large scale footwall damage. This in order to either re-affirm the failure mechanisms made 
plausible by this paper or provide a completely new understanding of the failure mechanisms 
involved in the footwall instability. 

2 Kiirunavaara mine  

The Kiirunavaara mine, situated near the city of Kiruna in northern Sweden, is a large scale 
iron ore sublevel caving operation producing 28 Mt (million metric tons) of crude ore per 
Annum. The mine is currently transitioning from a main haulage at level 1045 m to a new at 
level 1365 m, situated at a depth of roughly 1100 m (actual depth) from ground surface. 
Originally, the ore was mined in an open pit, but transferred to underground mining in the 
early 1960s.  

2.1 Mine layout 
In general the orientation of the mine is north to south with the footwall on the west side 
and the hangingwall on the east. The orebody undercuts the hangingwall as it dips roughly 
60  east. Orientation and naming of objects and infrastructure is associated to a local 3D 
coordinate system with the vertical z-axis originating at the pre-mining summit of the 
Kiirunavaara mountain. The local y-axis is approximately oriented north to south and 
follows the general strike of the orebody, and the x-axis is oriented roughly west to east. The 
z-coordinates increase with depth, while y-coordinates increase southwards and x-
coordinates increase eastwards into and beyond the hangingwall, see Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Perspective view of the Kiirunavaara mine open pit area with coordinate 
orientation  
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The mining related surface and underground infrastructure is located on and within the 
footwall. The underground infrastructure is situated inside the footwall and aligned parallel to 
the strike of the orebody, see Figure 2. The main infrastructure components in the mine (e.g. 
roads and ore passes) are designated by their placement according to the local y-coordinate, 
e.g. ore pass group 19 is located roughly at Y19. Most of the permanent infrastructure such 
as crushers, skip shafts and workshops are located far into the footwall in the so-called 
CA-area. The CA-area is located between y-coordinates Y21 and Y25. From the CA-area 
access and transportation drifts extend eastwards to the actual mining areas. The main 
orebody is sectioned into production blocks named by their position along the y-coordinate 
axis. Mining of these main ore blocks are currently performed between levels 935 and 1051 
m.  

 

Figure 2 Principal layout of the Kiirunavaara mine infrastructure (image courtesy of 
LKAB) 

2.2 Geology 
The main host rock type in the footwall is Precambrian aged trachyo-andesite (Henry & 
Dahner-Lindkvist, 2000). The trachyo-andesite is internally designated as syenite porphyry 
which is subdivided into 5 categories with respect to the strength properties denoted SP1-
SP5. The different classes of porphyry are to large extent intermixed in the rock mass and are 
replaced by other rock types as one moves farther into the footwall, see e.g. Andersson 
(2009). The in-situ rock mass rating, RMR, of the footwall rock mass has been investigated 
by several authors and was summarized in the range of 49 to 68 by Sandström (2003). The 
intact rock strength was referenced by Sjöberg (1999) as varying between 140-300 MPa, 
depending on the porphyry type tested (i.e., SP1-SP5). At the footwall contact the presence 
of 0.2-0.4 m thick zones of amphibolite and actinolite skarns has been documented by e.g. 
Lupo (1996). Sandström (2003) noted that the ore-footwall contact included breccia 
consisting of actinolitic amphibole with an RMR of 22. This contact was specified to be 
increasingly prominent in the north part of Kiirunavaara.  
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The predominant joint orientation close to the production areas is the locally denoted 
“Kapten” orientation striking roughly WNW-ESE and dipping steeply to the south. A 
second dominant orientation becoming more common as the depth increases is SW-NE 
which is dipping steeply NW. In addition to these sets ore-parallel joints striking N-S and 
dipping steeply to the east are common throughout the mine. In general the joints do not 
cross the ore contact zone even though the major orientations are roughly the same on both 
sides of the contact (Mattsson, et al 2010).  

3 Current monitoring 

Field data are collected and separated in relation to ground surface and underground 
deformations. Currently most of the active monitoring is performed on the ground surface 
and is thus mostly related to surface subsidence monitoring. Several systems have been 
utilised to monitor the rock mass movement in the footwall underground, both on local and 
global scale. However, these systems have all but one fallen out of regular use. Only a seismic 
monitoring system constituting permanently installed geophones near the excavation level 
remains active.  

3.1 Surface and underground monitoring  
Surface cracks have been systematically mapped and tracked in varying regularity since 1992. 
The mapping was first focused within the extent of the open pit area but has later shifted to 
the northernmost parts of the footwall crest where cracks have since been observed outside 
the open pit area. Aerial photographs by helicopter over-flights exist from 2006 and are 
captured yearly since 2008.  

Both the footwall and hangingwall are monitored by GPS along pre-set monitoring lines. 
The footwall monitoring lines include a total of 84 hubs of which the majority are measured 
once a year. However, some specific points of special interest, such as large deformation 
zones, are measured every quarter (Stöckel et al. 2013). On the footwall the GPS 
measurements indicate only smooth continuous deformations except in a limited area near 
the north end of the old open pit which constitutes a distinct mining area called the Lake 
Ore. The orebody in this area (the Lake Ore) is treated as a separate body, i.e. it is not 
currently mined in sequence with the main orebody. In addition, the Lake Ore was not 
mined at all during the initial open pit exploitation. Instead it was accessed at a later stage 
from underground mining, leaving a surface rock cap which is now caving. 

A number of distometer lines (wall-to-wall convergence) were installed starting in the mid-
1980s but by 2001 many were well inside the fractured volume and hence measurements 
were discontinued. Theodolite measurements were historically common in the underground 
mine. However, an evaluation presented in 2000 showed the bulk of the measurements to be 
questionable and the system fell out of use (Henry, 2000).  

A seismic system aiming to cover the entire length of the ore body was installed in 2008, this 
system constituted roughly 220 geophones by the end of 2012 (Stöckel et al. 2013). The 
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primary objective of the seismic system is to increase the understanding of the mine 
seismicity. This is done by tracking both events related to rock falls and bursts in active 
production areas as well as events that seemingly does not cause stope damages. The 
knowledge gained is to be used for mining sequence optimisation to ensure a high level of 
work safety; this has resulted in the bulk of the geophones being installed in close proximity 
to the mining areas, with few geophones in the upper 600 m of rock mass. The seismic 
system is currently the only systematic measuring system monitoring the footwall 
underground. 

3.2 Underground damage mapping  
Qualitative damage assessments are performed by routine damage mapping concentrated 
mostly near the production areas. The upper, decommissioned, areas are damage mapped 
only in relation to specific projects, which mean that several years may pass between the 
mapping occasions. Internal LKAB documents describe a number of such campaigns; the two 
most recent (current project excluded) were performed in 2004 and 2012 respectively but 
they only covered the mine section Y22 to Y24, see Figure 1. 

Within the current project Nilsson et al. (2014) reported a damage mapping campaign 
performed between the coordinates Y15 and Y45 (roughly 3 km between the coordinates) 
during 2013. The aim was to update the underground observations on the decommissioned 
levels and to present them in the context of large scale footwall fracturing. The footwall was 
systematically mapped for damage and fallouts on levels between 320 and 800 m, more 
specifically levels 320, 420, 509, 540, 740 and 775 m.  

Damage and fallouts were documented on mine maps covering the full horizontal ore body 
length. A line was drawn tracing the damage observations located farthest into the footwall. 
This resulted in a contour line on each mapped level. East of the line the rock mass was 
considered damaged between the contour line and footwall-ore contact. To the west of the 
line no damages were documented and thus the rock mass was considered undamaged. 
Damage originating from obvious local disturbances such as highly weathered rock was not 
used in the analysis. The contour lines on the respective levels were connected between 
levels by triangle elements. This facilitated the formation of a complex bounding surface 
(damage surface) indicating the boundary between damaged and undamaged rock mass for 
the studied volume. A “construction” plane was then generated by tracing the line-of-sight 
projected edges of the contour lines at both ends of the ore body. This “construction” plane 
indicated the general dip and strike of the damage boundary surface and was used as a 
reference in the following figures for visualising the uneven geometry of the boundary 
surface. The surface was coloured using the “construction” plane as spatial cut-off; the parts 
of the damage boundary surface that lay further east than the cut-off was coloured red and 
west of the cut-off it was coloured yellow. The resulting surface is shown in Figure 3. The 
construction plane was not by itself used for analysis but was only used to colour the damage 
boundary surface in order to highlight the geometrical features.    
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Figure 3 Profile view of the damage surface with “construction plane” in blue (left) and 
including layouts of levels 320 and 775 m in black (right), after Nilsson et al. (2014) 

Nilsson et al. (2014) reported the shape of the damage boundary surface as being complex. 
The earlier postulated circular shear surfaces indicated by the numerical studies by for 
example Sjöberg (1999) and Henry & Dahner-Lindkvist (2000) were not discernible nor 
could any other clear mechanism be identified from the field observations or subsequent 
analysis.  

By further studying the 3D surface a number of conclusions related to the fracture behaviour 
of the footwall were made as follows: 

 A continuous but complex damage boundary surface was approximated from 
mapped damage. The movements in the footwall causing this damage had not 
yet been observed in the form of ground surface deformation. The surface 
deformation measurements by GPS monitoring only indicated small and 
continuous deformation.   

 Comparing with previous mapping it was clear that the progression of the 
damage surface into the footwall did not follow the mining depth linearly. The 
rate of progression seemed to be slower on shallow levels than on levels closer to 
the excavation level (i.e. deeper levels) during the studied period.  

 At depths above mine level 740 m the observed fallouts appeared to be 
predominantly structurally controlled. Below level 740 m the damage seemed to 
be mainly stress induced. Distinction between pre-existing and mining induced 
fractures were made by examining fracture surfaces for weathering and infill, 
comparing fracture orientation to predominant joint orientations in the area 
(subjective comparison on-site), and comparing to damage patterns 
corresponding to known stress damage mechanisms for the footwall as described 
by Edelbro et al. (2012).  
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Additional mapping was performed for this paper on levels not covered in the previous 
mapping campaign by Nilsson et al (2014). These were mostly on the deeper levels: 795, 
820, 878 and 907 m. The results from this campaign were analysed in the same way as 
reported by Nilsson et al. (2014). This second mapping campaign showed similar patterns as 
reported above. It was also noted that the conceptual damage boundary surface below level 
795 m bends eastwards towards the SLC front and intersects the cave roughly on level 878 
m.  

4 Numerical modelling of large scale footwall fracturing 

The mapping data presents a good snap-shot of the current damage situation underground. 
However, to understand the origin and development of the damaged volume the behaviour 
was studied through numerical modelling. The numerical models were based on data for 
section Y23 situated in the middle of the CA-area (Y21-25), which hosts most of the critical 
infrastructure (cf. Figure 2). The CA-area has been inspected for damage on a regular basis 
throughout the mine life. Y23 thus holds the best calibration data as the failure development 
can be back-tracked from inspection notes over a long period. 

4.1 Modelling approach and numerical code 
It is necessary to model the footwall to ore contact as a discontinuity permiting opening and 
slip to allow the caved masses to move relative to the footwall in order to prevent excessive 
dragging effects. This implies modelling the footwall using both a continuum and 
discontinuum approach, with the continuum behaviour being related to the equivalent rock 
mass and the discontinuum behaviour being related to slip along the footwall contact. Hence, 
the numerical code UDEC (Itasca, 2011) was selected for the analyses because of its ability to 
simulate both continuous and discontinuous behaviour. The validity of the 2D modelling 
approach has been shown by Malmgren and Sjöberg (2006) in which 2D and 3D model 
results of the Kiirunavaara mine were compared and it was concluded that a 2D model was 
sufficient to capture the stress state in the mid-two-thirds of the mine (along the y-
coordinate). Furthermore, Nilsson et al (2014) also showed that a representative shape of the 
conceptual damage surface can be derived for any 2D mine cross sections.  

A perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb material was adopted for the rock mass in the numerical 
model. Primary inputs for the global rock mass were; internal cohesion (c), internal friction 
angle ( ), tensile strength cut-off ( t) and, elastic deformation parameters; Young’s modulus 

(E) and Poison´s ration ( ). A uniform density was applied for the entire rock mass at 2700 
kg/m3. Excavation of production levels and subsequent caving of the hangingwall was 
modelled in three steps. Explicit modelling of discontinuities was used only for the post-
excavation footwall contact which was given properties of normal and shear stiffness (Kn & 
Ks), cohesion (c), friction angle ( ), and tensile strength ( t).  

The production levels were excavated using the FISH functions “Zonk” and “Relax” (Itasca, 
2011). The “Zonk” function automatically detects excavation voids within a model by 
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identifying internal boundaries. During a fictitious excavation cycle internal (reaction) forces 
are applied to the internal (excavation) boundary corresponding to the pressures expected to 
be applied from an unexcavated material. The “zonk” companion function “relax” gradually 
decreases the internal forces by 10 equilibrium runs ending with an applied force of 0 which 
is the case of a fully excavated non-reinforced opening (Itasca, 2011). This simulated gradual 
excavation process minimises the “shock” in the model brought on by a sudden 
(instantaneous) removal of material from the model which may otherwise generate reaction 
stress waves propagating from the newly formed void, and overestimate yielding in the 
model.  

As the model reached equilibrium the remaining “void” from excavation was backfilled by 
low stiffness cave rock, at the same time the portion of the hangingwall overlaying the 
excavated zones was also converted to cave rock. The model was then run again to 
equilibrium finalising the mining sequence of the level.   

4.2 Model setup  
A model size of 4000 m (width) by 2800 m (height) was constructed. This model dimension 
is consistent with the global model dimension used earlier by for example Malmgren & 
Sjöberg (2006). The surface features of the open pit such as the pit bottom, slopes and crests 
were referenced and simplified from the LKAB mine maps and then built into the model. 
The open pit bottom was estimated to be at mine level 300 m, the footwall crest at level 60 
m and the hangingwall crest at level 200 m (Z-zero is defined at the now removed pre-
mining peak of the Kiirunavaara mountain). Excavation level floors were added at every 30 
m with the first floor at level 330 m and the last at level 1110 m. A total of 27 excavation 
steps were prepared. The model was zoned with a uniform edge length of 15 m. As mining 
was simulated the footwall-ore contact was unlocked and allowed to respond to the changes 
in stress state. The final model geometry is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Model setup based on vertical cross-section across the orebody 

The initial stresses applied to the model are shown in Table 1. The in-plane horizontal stress 
corresponds to the major horizontal stress component, which is aligned perpendicular to the 
orebody, while the out-of-plane horizontal stress corresponds to the minor horizontal stress 
component which is aligned parallel to the strike of the orebody. The in-plane vertical stress 
corresponds to the in-situ vertical stress component. The depth dependent variables in Table 
1 were referenced from Sandström (2003) while the constant values were chosen so all 
stresses were equal to zero at the footwall crest at level 60 m (model y-axis -60). 
Compressive stresses are denoted as negative. Input parameters for the footwall contact and 
the caved rock are presented in Table 2 and Table 3. 

Table 1 Initialised stresses, adapted from Sandström, (2003) 
Stress type x (in-plane 

horizontal)
y (in-plane 

vertical) 
z (out-of-plane 

horizontal) 
Magnitude 
(MPa) 

2.22 + 0.037y 1.74 + 0.029y 1.68 + 0.028y 

Table 2 Joint parameters (Malmgren & Nordlund, 2008) 
kn (GPa/m) ks 

(GPa/m) 
c (MPa)  ( ) t (MPa) 

110 9 0 35 0 

Table 3 Caved rock parameters (Villegas & Nordlund, 2013) 
E (GPa) c (MPa)  ( ) t (MPa) (kg/m3) 
0.2 0 35 0 2000 
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5 Modelling Results 

5.1 Parametric study 
A parametric study was conducted for a vertical 2D cross-section. Rock mass inputs are 
shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4. The Input parameters in Table 4; c,  t as well as E and  
were calibrated until the yielded elements and shear strain concentrations approximated the 
evolution of the damage boundary surface as mapped at the studied mine profile.  The 
primary aim of the analysis was to identify parameters with a strong influence on the 
modelling results in order to judge the sensitivity of the results related to changes in the input 
parameters. As a secondary objective the results were compared to the calibration data (the 
conceptual damage surface) to find “best fit” parameters for studying the rock mass 
behaviour.  

Table 4 Rock mass parameters from literature cases  
Literature cases 
Source E (GPa) 

/  
c (MPa)  ( ) t (MPa) Note 

Dahner-lindkvist 
(1992) 

18 
/0.25* 

1.5 30 0.8 Study used empirical 
charts 

Sjöberg (1999) 60 
/0.25 

0.4 35 0.3 Numerical study in FLAC 

Villegas & 
Nordlund (2013) 

13 
/0.22 

1 37 0.8 Numerical study in FLAC 

Henry (2000) 18 
/0.25* 

6 35 0.4 Review of LKAB internal 
numerical and empirical 
analyses 

Perman & Sjöberg 
(2011) 

70 
/0.25 

6.67 52.9 1.3 Numerical study in 
3DEC, the in the study 
named “low” values were 
picked up from the study 

*The deformation parameters were not given by the reference case and were thus estimated from footwall RMR 
referenced from Sandström (2003) and the Simplified Hoek and Diederichs equation by Hoek & Diederichs 
(2006) with D=0. The Poisson´s ratio was set to 0.25 as chosen by Sjöberg et al. (2001) and Perman & 
Sjöberg (2011). 

The sensitivity of the rock mass behaviour to variations in the mechanical parameters was 
evaluated by varying one parameter at a time (within plausible limits derived from the 
literature), while keeping all others constant (see Table 5). The initial parameter values for 
each set of analyses were retrieved from literature on the Kiirunavaara footwall as shown in 
Table 4. Each parameter was varied within the examined literature span to evaluate the 
impact on predominant failure mechanisms. The sensitivity in the plastic response, in terms 
of yielded elements and shear strain concentrations, was evaluated. Some key-results from the 
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sensitivity study are presented. For visualisation purposes principal results are plotted for 
excavation to level 990 m (currently active level), the plot outline cut-off for shear strain is 
0.05 % if not stated otherwise. 

Table 5 Initial inputs used for the sensitivity analyses 
Sensitivity 
analysis 

Parameter 
varied 

E (GPa) /  c (MPa)  ( ) t (MPa) 

1 t 13/0.22 2 35 0.4 
0.8 
1.0 
1.3 

2 c 70/0.25 0.1 35 1.3 
0.2 
0.4 

3 70/0.25 0.4 30 1.3 
35 
40 

4 E/  60/0.25 0.4 35 0.3 
13/0.22 

5 70/0.25 0.4 35 0.8 
13/0.22 

In the first sensitivity analysis (Table 5) the sensitivity of the model to variations in the tensile 
strength was evaluated. The tensile strength was varied from 1.3 MPa to 0.4 MPa in 3 steps. 
The principal results using tensile strengths of 1.3, 0.8 and 0.4 MPa are shown in Figure 5. 
The influence of the variation in the tensile strength is insignificant near the footwall/ore 
contact. Farther into the wall a lower tensile strength incurs an increased development of 
tensile failure from the footwall ground surface, this increase was observed to be significant 
only for the final reduction step from 0.8 MPa to 0.4 MPa.  
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Figure 5 Principal outlines of relative plastic response for changes in tensile strength with 
original block geometry as blue wireframe 

For the second analysis the internal cohesion was varied between 0.4 MPa and 0.1 MPa in 2 
steps (See Table 5); the principal results are shown in Figure 6. The boundary of the yielded 
area is virtually unchanged within the set. However, as can be noted, the extent and position 
of the shear strain concentrations is notably affected. The decrease in cohesion facilitates 
formation of “shear bands” in the middle portion of the slope as well as a general increase in 
the number of affected zones.  
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Figure 6 Principal outlines of relative plastic response for changes in internal cohesion 
with original block geometry as blue wireframe 

In the third analysis the internal friction angle was varied from 40 to 30  in 2 steps. Similar to 
the changes in internal cohesion only marginal differences were observed in the outline of 
yielded zones while a significant increase in shear band growth was noted in the shear strain 
concentration plots as shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7 Principal outlines of relative plastic response for changes in internal friction 
angle with original block geometry as blue wireframe 

In the fourth analysis the influence of elastic parameter magnitude was briefly examined. 
Two combinations of elastic parameters were used based on the literature as E = 70 GPa, 

= 0.25 and, E = 13 GPa, = 0.22 respectively. Shear strain concentrations were plotted 
for both combinations and compared, see Figure 8. Note that the contour interval for the 
shear strain concentrations differs between the plots A and B in Figure 8. The magnitude of 
the elastic parameters significantly influences the magnitude of the calculated shear strain, but 
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not the spatial location of the shear strain concentration (“shear band formation”). The 
influence on the extent of the yielded zone was negligible, as expected. Thus, for the 
subsequent analyses the models are assumed insensitive to magnitude variations of the elastic 
constants within the studied span when only localisation of strain concentrations and element 
yielding is used for evaluating plastic response.   

The results from the sensitivity analyses show that with the current model setup:  

 Variations of E and v have insignificant effect on the amount and extent of yielding. 

 Variations in t have minor effect on plastic response both when c is set high and low. 

 Variations in c have significant effect on plastic response when t is high. 

 Variations in  have significant effect on plastic response when c is low and t is high. 

It should also be noted that the increase in tensile failure indicators for the high cohesion 
models (first analysis) could not be directly evaluated in models using lower cohesion values 
when studying the yielded zone plots alone. Using internal cohesion values similar to those 
in the other sets (analysis 2 and 3) produced relatively large numbers of yielded zones near 
the ground surface making the distinction between tensile and shear failure from plastic 
indicators alone impractical (plots not included). However, the observations on shear strain 
concentration being marginally affected by changes in tensile strength holds also for lower 
values of internal cohesion down to 0.3 MPa.  
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Figure 8 Contours of shear strain concentrations for plastic models with differing elastic 
input parameters with original block geometry as blue wireframe 

The parametric study was used to identify the predominantly occurring failure modes and 
subsequently formed the basis for model calibration to fit the numerical behaviour to the 
damages observed and inferred from the field. As such, the study included just over 30 
parameter combinations which were not all reported in this paper due to the similarities 
between many of the cases where the influence from parameter changes was only apparent 
when studying the results in great detail. The small effects on the overall behavior resulting 
from changes of t , for both low and high values (relative to the examined literature cases), 
were interpreted to mean that tensile failure would be the a unlikely global failure mode in 
the footwall. However, the model cases featuring low values of t indicated excessive tensile 
yielding outside the studied area (tensile crack development from ground surface “behind” 
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the footwall crest). This tensile crack development was strongly related to the use of an 
equivalent rock mass approach. In the in-situ environment this is associated with opening 
(normal displacement) of unfavorable oriented joints or tensile cracks. As no “discontinuity-
opening” is possible within the numerical block the tensile stresses in the model are instead 
transferred to adjacent zones leading to excessive indications of yield. To minimize this effect 
the tensile strength was set to the highest value as it was shown that tensile failure would not 
occur in the studied area for low values of t , even if shear failure was counteracted by a 
high-set of internal cohesion (sensitivity analysis 1, Figure 5). 

5.2 Model calibration 
The final results from the sensitivity analysis were used to generate additional models. These 
were then evaluated in order to determine the parameter combinations for which the results 
would approximate the observed damage from the field. The cases with the closest match, 
presented in Table 6, were then selected for further analyses. 

Table 6 Closest match parameter combinations from the sensitivity analyses 
Case number E (GPa) /  c (MPa)  ( ) t (MPa) 
1 60/ .25 0.1 35 0.3 
2 70/ .25 0.4 30 1.3 
3 13/ .22 0.8 35 0.8 
4 18/ .25 0.6 35 0.4 
5 13/ .22 1.2 35 0.8 
6 18/ .22 1.5 30 0.8 

The parameter choice was based primarily on shear strain concentrations and secondarily on 
yielded zones. Three types of shear strain concentrations were examined;  

(I) The formation of shear bands which would coincide with the conceptual damage 
boundary from the mapping campaign. 

(II) Shear strain zones originating from the excavation area whose continuation into 
the footwall would “bind” together the conceptual damage boundary in the upper 
part of the footwall with the production area. 

(III) The formation of shear bands (sub parallel to the observed damage) which would 
be located further into the footwall than can be confirmed from the current 
infrastructure.  

The theory behind (I) and (III) is fairly well established; if shear bands connect between two 
distinct surfaces a (often circular) shear failure is indicated. The assumption behind (II) is less 
general and requires some geomechanical prerequisites of the rock mass to be satisfied to 
have a clear physical meaning. The damage mapping campaign showed that the stope 
damage was predominantly structurally controlled above level 740 m. This means that the 
rock mass was mobilised primarily by sliding on, or opening of, pre-existing discontinuities 
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(often) running sub-parallel to the ore contact. However, this mobilisation requires 
movement at the toe of the structurally controlled failure, for example; through a step-path 
type rock mass failure. 

5.2.1 Case analysis 
From the cases presented in Table 6 three distinct behaviours were simulated which could all 
be correlated to the observed damage as the simulation reached the current production level 
of the studied block, i.e. level 990 m. The sensitivity analysis indicated that the cohesion (c) 
and internal friction angle ( ) significantly affected the model behaviour while tensile 

strength ( t) and deformation parameters (E and v) had a lesser influence. This was again 
made apparent by sorting the set-ups from Table 6 with respect to cohesion and internal 
friction angle. Sorting with respect to these strength parameters also facilitated the cases to be 
categorised with respect to the inferred failure mode, see Table 7. 

Table 7 Results from analysis cases which approximated the observed damage 
Inferred footwall slope failure Case number E /

(GPa/-) 

c 
(MPa) 

  
( ) 

t 
(MPa) 

Top of footwall crest is 
sheared  
-Theory (I) 

Case 1, 
Figure 9 A & 
Figure 10 A 

60/0.25 0.1 35 0.3 
 

Top of footwall crest is 
sheared  
-Theory (I) 

Case 2, 
Figure 9 B & 
Figure 10 B 

70/0.25 0.4 30 1.3 
 

Shear bands connect the 
observed damage surface with 
the ground surface  
-Theory (III) 

Case 3, 
Figure 9 C & 
Figure 10 C 

13/0.22 0.8 35 0.8 
 

Shear bands connect the 
observed damage surface with 
the ground surface 
-Theory (III) 

Case 4, 
Figure 9 D & 
Figure 10 D 

18/0.25 0.6 35 0.4 
 

A shear “cut-off” is formed 
between the observed damage 
surface and the cave zone -
Theory (II) 

Case 5,  
Figure 9 E & 
Figure 10E   

13/0.22 1.2 35 0.8 
 

A shear “cut-off” is formed 
between the observed damage 
surface and the cave zone -
Theory (II) 

Case 6, 
Figure 9F & 
Figure 10F 

18/0.22 1.5 35 0.8 
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Figure 9 Relative shear strain concentrations with input properties according to Table 2, 
Table 3 and Table 7, for mining to the 990 m level. Black line indicates estimated 
position of damage extent border from field observations 
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Figure 10 Yielded elements with input properties according to Table 2, Table 3 and 
Table 7, for mining to the 990 m level. Black line indicates estimated position of 
damage extent border from field observations 
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5.3 Choice of base case 
As indicated in Figure 9 the observed damage could be explained by three distinct evolution 
paths. However, Figure 10 indicates excessive element yielding for cases of low to moderate 
cohesion values. It was concluded that the most likely failure evolution path was described by 
the parameter combination depicted in Figure 9E and Figure 10E. Case 5 was therefore 
denoted as the “base case” or “BC”. In the base case the pattern of shear strain 
concentrations from the excavation front intersects with the observed structurally controlled 
failure, resulting in a step-path type failure developing in the model (but without explicit 
step-path joints being modelled). This step-path is also indicated by the mapping results 
where damage underlying level 740 m was deemed to be mainly stress-induced, including 
propagation of new fractures. As the rock mass expands into the low-stiffness cave material 
from the SLC operation it becomes de-stressed. This would result in the softened rock mass 
failing along a curved shear failure surface as illustrated in Figure 12. The shear failure 
intersects and mobilises the structures controlling the failure on the shallow levels. For case 5 
it is indicated in both Figure 9E and Figure 10E that the damage would not follow the ore 
contact at shallow levels but instead daylight in the open pit slope. This failure path 
observation is supported both by earlier internal reports of the presence of a sub vertical 
structure within the vicinity of level 300 m, as well as the fact that, despite the damages 
observed underground only minor and continuous deformation have been observed on the 
ground surface (outside the caving zone). The proposed evolution path of the large scale 
fracturing indicated by the base case in combination with on-site observations is conceptually 
shown in Figure 11. A possible daylight of the sub-vertical structure is shown in Figure 13.      

 

Figure 11 Proposed conceptual evolution path of the large scale fracturing indicated by 
the base case model 
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Figure 12 Footwall displacement vectors (scaled) for BC at excavation level 990 m. Black 
line indicates estimated position of damage extent border from field observations 

  

  

Figure 13 Daylight of a sub-vertical structure in the open pit footwall possibly 
intersecting the damage surface underground (coordinates are only approximate). 
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6 Considerations for monitoring system 

It appears that a system for monitoring the long term large scale footwall fracturing needs to 
function under a variety of conditions as the mapping and numerical analyses shows that the 
damage zone behaviour will be different on shallow and deep levels. Indeed, both the 
mapping data and the numerical models suggest that the fracturing is most active at the lower 
portions of the footwall slope. This conclusion is also supported by seismic localisation data 
indicating very low activity on shallow levels (not presented in this paper). In combination, 
mapping and numerical modelling data suggests that the conceptual damage boundary surface 
follows pre-existing discontinuities in the upper and mid portions of the footwall. Under 
these conditions, the damage extent will be limited by the activation of these discontinuities 
at deeper levels and can thus be expected to move into the footwall in a step-by-step fashion 
with the step length set by the discontinuities spacing. This means that the damage extent 
boundary, when moving inwards, will do so by stepping to the next set of discontinuities 
without significant damage to the rock mass between discontinuities prior to the “step”, see 
Figure 14. A monitoring system should thus be able to detect or capture such behaviour in 
the rock mass. 

 

Figure 14 Stepping concept for the damage boundary surface in the upper and middle 
part of the footwall  
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A monitoring system installed in the upper parts of the mine must tolerate large shear 
deformations concentrated in narrow regions (shearing of structures) while still be able to 
detect mobilisation of new structures located potentially tens of metres farther into the 
footwall. In the planned monitoring this will be achieved by installing multiple diameter 
TDR (Time Domain Reflectory) cables in boreholes drilled (as far as practically possible) 
perpendicularly through the conceptual damage surface. The multiple diameter TDR will 
allow the smaller diameter cables to accurately monitor the shearing of structures while the 
larger diameter cables will ensure continued monitoring even if relatively large movements 
would occur in any specific structure. In addition the extension of drifts running 
perpendicular to the orebody strike should be monitored by means of tape-extensometer to 
detect rock mass movement towards the cave zone. 

For deeper levels the monitoring system should accommodate both shear and extensional 
movements within the rock mass. Just as in the upper levels the shear displacements should 
be captured by e.g. using multiple diameter TDR cables installed in boreholes drilled 
through the step-path zone. In addition, extensometers should be installed parallel to the 
TDR cables to help in differentiating the shear displacements from extensional rock mass 
deformations.  

7 Discussion 

The failure evolution path indicated in Figure 11 involves two distinct types of failure 
mechanisms. At shallow levels (above level 740 m), structurally controlled stope failures along 
pre-existing structures are expected, whereas on deeper levels step-path type failures through 
rock bridges are inferred. Thus, two types of damage evolution are anticipated. At shallow 
levels the damage extent will follow structures sub-parallel to the ore contact. However, this 
damage will not progress farther into the footwall as long as the toe of the failure is confined. 
Sliding along the structures requires a rotational movement of the rock mass on deep levels 
towards the excavation area which could be facilitated by a curved shear surface intersecting 
both the structures in question and the SLC zone. In the current case this curved shear 
surface is assumed as a step-path type failure where intact rock bridges between ore parallel 
structures are fractured due to high concentrations of shear strain. It can thus be postulated 
that the damage surface on shallow levels is controlled not only by the structures but also by 
the evolution of the rock mass failure on the deeper levels. The evolution of the step-path 
failure is expected to be of an incremental nature continuing progressively. The step-path 
assumption is strengthened by the mapping results which show predominantly stress-induced 
(crushing) failure and propagation of new fractures at levels below 740 m. A history of the 
outer extent of the shear strain concentrations emanating from the excavation front can also 
be delineated from yielded elements plots, e.g. Figure 10.  

The literature cases showed a large range in input magnitudes for the Mohr-Coulomb 
material model, which is not surprising as the earlier models have been created for a variety 
of purposes and thus different approaches. For example; Dahner-lindkvist (1992) based their 
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analysis on empirical slope stability charts presented by Hoek & Bray (1981) while Perman & 
Sjöberg (2011) were using a global-local model approach to study failure on stope-scale. 
Henry (2000) studied the footwall fracturing with respect to the water pump network and 
based the conclusion both on empirical charts as well as numerical modelling by other 
authors. Villegas & Nordlund (2013) were primarily interested in the hangingwall. The 
closest match to the current modelling aim was found in the stability analysis by Sjöberg 
(1999).  

Due to the validation approach (back-analysis with failure replication) used for the parametric 
study, which concentrated on the behaviour and failure mechanisms of the footwall some of 
the parameter combinations used would fit poorly to conventional Mohr-Coulomb failure 
envelopes. This was caused by some failures being “forced” by artificially preventing others, 
e.g. forcing tensile failure by applying a high internal cohesion combined with a low tensile 
cut-off. For some cases tensile failure was inhibited away from the studied area by the 
application of higher tensile strength than warranted by the internal cohesion – internal 
friction combination. This was considered to be a viable approach as the parameter study 
showed tensile failures in the studied area to be unlikely even at low tensile strengths. The 
base case parameter combination best approximated the inferred failures from the field 
observations by adequately simulating the equivalent rock mass response but not necessarily 
the “actual” rock mass properties. 

The numerical models are sensitive to the input parameters. Even so the geometry and 
geology must in all cases be simplified. The choice to use the equivalent rock mass property 
approach in favour of explicit joint modelling through e.g. DFN or Voronoi tesselation may 
affect the indicated failure mode especially with respect to the postulated step-path failure. 
The problem with such explicit modelling approaches is the availability of calibration data. In 
the case presented the numerical models were calibrated with respect to the mapped damage 
and the inferred surface connecting the observations. It was shown by the review of earlier 
models that the assumed mechanical properties of the rock mass components varied 
significantly depending on the purpose of the model. Introducing additional parameters into 
the model, i.e. joint and fracture properties would in this case only add to the uncertainties as 
the calibration data would remain the same. In short, what was studied was not the explicit 
rock mass properties but the conceptual behaviour of the entire system. It was therefore 
opted to keep the model simple and lucid by limiting the number of variable parameters. 
Future models within the project will however require higher levels of sophistication to 
more directly study the footwall-cave rock interaction and the possible influence from rock 
mass structures.  

The numerical models and damage mapping campaign were combined to help explain the 
large scale footwall fracturing in the Kiirunavaara mine. They are both integral parts as each 
data set lack in coverage and thus overlapping and co-analysis is essential for reliable 
conclusions. Especially damage mapping is restricted to accessible stopes and that relatively 
large deformations are required before definitive observations can be made.  
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8 Conclusions 

This paper has presented results from damage mapping and calibration of numerical models 
aiming to study the predominant failure mechanisms in the Kiirunavaara footwall. The 
combined analyses were used as the foundation in designing a large scale measuring system to 
monitor rock mass displacements in the footwall. The numerical models have provided a 
plausible explanation of the evolution path of the large scale fracturing outlined by the 
mapping data. Identification of underlying damage mechanisms did subsequently allow for 
the requirements on a monitoring system to be specified.  The major conclusions of this 
work are: 

 The propagation path of the large scale footwall fracturing in the Kiirunavaara 
mine varies with depth. In the uppermost part of the footwall the failure follows 
pre-existing structure sets. These sets are mobilised at deeper levels allowing 
large scale slip. At depth the structure sets controlling the failures in the upper 
part are intersected by a step-path failure resembling curved shear failure through 
the rock mass. This step-path failure intersects the “footwall slope surface” inside 
the SLC zone.   

 The step-path failure on deeper levels is indicated to be pre-conditioned by rock 
mass fracturing on and below the active excavation level. The failure surface 
develops as the rock mass becomes de-stressed due to heave or deformation into 
the SLC cave zone allowing the pre-conditioned rock mass weaknesses to 
mobilise. 

 A system monitoring the large scale fracturing must be able to accommodate 
large concentrated shear movement on shallow levels and extensional 
deformation in combination with possible diffuse shear at deep levels. 

By using the knowledge gained from this study a preliminary monitoring system design was 
proposed from which a pilot profile is currently being installed. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a study of seismic records from the Kiirunavaara mine footwall which 
were interpreted using numerical modelling. Seismic data was retrieved from a portion of the 
mine and filtered with respect to Es/Ep ratio, local magnitude, and active mining depth. The 
data was analysed using Es/Ep ratios and Gutenberg-Richter graphs to determine the event 
origin mechanisms. The majority of the events were indicated to be of shear slip-origin with 
tensile events constituting only about 10 % of the recorded data. Spatial and temporal event 
location patterns were studied and compared with numerical modelling results. This 
comparison showed a correlation between shear-slip seismic events and volumes 
experiencing high differential stresses in the lower part of the footwall. In the upper part of 
the footwall the results did not reveal any clear correlation between observed damages in 
drifts and seismic event locations. The concentration of seismic events in the lower portion 
of the footwall is discussed in context of rock mass displacements from numerical models. 
The results indicated a possible connection between the mine seismicity at depth and damage 
observations in drifts in higher located non-seismic areas by seismic softening and subsequent 
rock mass lateral expansion. 

1. Introduction 
The general world trend of increasing mining depths has incurred an increase in mining-
induced seismicity. At the same time, advances in monitoring techniques have allowed 
evermore seismic data to be collected and recorded, and its importance is generally accepted 
across various disciplines. This data has assisted in predicting the origin and explaining 
plausible causes underlying these events and has aided strategic mine planning.  

The link between mining and recorded seismicity has been a focus of research over decades. 
Notable later works include McKinnon (2006) who indicated how even small stress changes 
from mining activities could activate seismic faults in volumes proportionally much larger 
than the mining area itself. These far-off fault events were also recognised by Richardson & 
Jordan (2002) as “type B” events activated by long term mining. The “type B” events 
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described by Richardson & Jordan (2002) were recognised primarily as originating from 
shear type events which is a common event type for mining induced seismicity (Ortlepp, 
2000). This distinction between shear type and non-shear events is most typically performed 
by studying the ratios of energy carried by an event's P (compression) and S (shear) waves. 
This relation is referred to as the Es/Ep ratio, e.g. Richardson & Jordan (2002), Snelling et al. 
(2013), and Xu et al. (2014). 

Separating seismic events by types and categories allow for detailed analysis on what are often 
otherwise substantially large data sets. Simplification and analysis by filtering and clustering of 
seismic data is a common first step when analysing located events as demonstrated by e.g., 
Lynch & Malovichko (2006), Richardson & Jordan (2002), Orlecka-Sikoraet al. (2012), Xu 
et al. (2014), and Cesca et al. (2014). 

The overall reason for these analyses is the fact that a seismic or acoustic event is an 
indication of changes in rock mass properties due to fracture slip and growth, (e.g. Shen et 
al., 1995). Cai et al. (2001) and Shen et al. (1995) noted that this fracture growth results in a 
reduction of the matrix stiffness. This fact was also demonstrated by Young et al. (2004) who 
indicated a reduction of the Young´s modulus following recorded micro-seismicity. The 
correlation between fracture growth and subsequent stiffness reduction was used by Agliardi 
et al. (2013) to track progressive fracture growth leading up to rock mass failure by 
measuring changes in GSI (Geological Strength Index). The seismic data was used by Cai et 
al. (2001) to directly characterise the rock mass damage. The potential of using seismic data 
for rock mechanical back analysis was also explicitly recognised by Mendecki et al. (2010). 

The current study comprises a micro-seismic (MS) event database from the Kiirunavaara 
mine footwall which was filtered and analysed with respect to temporal and spatial 
distributions as well as in context of numerically calculated stress difference concentrations 
and displacements. A possible correlation between stress difference concentrations and 
seismic event clustering have earlier been shown at the Creighton mine by Snelling et al. 
(2013) while Moss et al. (2006) provided an indication of increased seismicity near mobilised 
rock mass volumes in the Palabora mine pit slopes. The use of seismic data to track general 
rock mass damage is well founded and a variation of techniques for doing so can be found in 
published literature e.g. Cai et al. (2001), Young et al. (2004), Lynch & Malovichko (2006), 
Xu et al. (2014), Abdul-Wahed et al. (2006), Liang et al. (2013), and Ma et al. (2013).  

The state of rock mass at the Kiirunavaara mine, particularly in the footwall, has previously 
been investigated by e.g. Singh et al. (1993), Lupo (1996), Sjöberg (1999), Henry & Dahner-
Lindkvist (2000), Villegas & Nordlund (2008), Villegas & Nordlund (2013), and Nilsson et 
al. (2015). However, none of these studies have incorporated the mine seismic event data. 
The mine started recording seismic events on a larger scale in 2008 with only a minor system 
being installed in 2003 and a preceding trial system in  2000 (Henry et al. 2001). Even 
though data was scarce Henry et al. (2001) indicated the possibility to use a larger seismic 
system to track failure in the footwall rock mass. The study by Nilsson et al. (2015) 
concentrated on rock mass response in the upper part of the footwall (0-600 m depth) while 
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most of the seismic events have been located near or below the excavation level (>600 m 
depth). The predominant mechanisms suggested by Henry et al. (2001) and Nilsson et al. 
(2015) has important implications related to the theory of rock mass softening through 
seismic events. Parts of the seismic event database for the mine was therefore extracted for 
this study in an attempt to relate the currently available seismic data to the footwall rock mass 
response described by Nilsson et al. (2015) and plausible large scale fracturing in this region.  

2. The Kiirunavaara mine 

2.1. Mine description 
The LKAB (Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag) Kiirunavaara mine orebody dips 
approximately 60 degrees to the east. The mine infrastructure is located inside the footwall 
rock mass; this is also the case for the majority of the geophones constituting the current 
seismic monitoring system. Ore extraction is currently accomplished through sublevel caving 
(SLC) after transitioning from open pit in the 1950s. The current main haulage level is at 
level 1365 m, which corresponds to an actual depth below the ground surface of roughly 
1100 m. The main ore body is mined from blocks designated with lead digits of 16 to 45 
which correspond to the Y-coordinates of 1600 to 4500 m. Mining of these blocks is 
currently performed between the (Z) levels 935 and 1051 m.  

2.2. Underground mine seismic system 
The seismic system’s primary objective is to track events related to rock falls and bursts in 
active production areas to ensure a high level of work safety; this has resulted in the bulk of 
the geophones being installed in close proximity to the mining areas with much fewer 
geophones in the upper 600 m of the rock mass. The arrangement of geophones with respect 
to depth is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 (A) Cross section of geophone placement with respect to depth, (B) Horizontal 
cross section of geophone placement. Tri-axial geophones are indicated by red, and 
uniaxial by blue circles (courtesy of LKAB). Blue line in (B) indicates Y section 23 

The first set of geophones at Kiirunavaara was installed as a small test set-up in 2000 in an 
attempt to confirm field observations of footwall rock mass movements in the upper footwall 
and near the production level (Henry et al., 2001). The data retrieved from this system was 
limited and the principles differed from subsequent systems as a transition was made from 
macro-seismic to micro-seismic sensors.  Installation of the current (micro-seismic) system 
began in 2003. During the system run time the number of geophones has been increased on 
a regular basis including in three larger installation campaigns starting with the initial 2003 
campaign. A second larger installation was performed in 2008 due to increased seismic risks 
which made the system coverage mine wide (relative to the production areas); the system 
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was later significantly extended also in 2012 to 2013. The current seismic system includes 
more than 220 geophones by which the mine strives to achieve a location accuracy of less 
than 20 m for -1.5 local magnitude events (Stöckel et al. 2013). Because of the installation 
dates of the different geophones the seismic data pre-dating 2008 was judged to be less 
reliable as it was recorded by much fewer devices. Data acquired from the earliest arrays 
(installed in 2000) was collected using only a few geophones and different principles, 
consequently, co-analysis of old and new data is discouraged and only data collected after 
November 14, 2008 was included in this study.    

2.3. Footwall rock mass deformation 
The main footwall host rock is Precambrian aged trachyo-andesite with UCS ranging from 
140-300 MPa and RMR values in the range of 49-68 (Sandström, 2003). Despite the rock 
being relatively competent, damage on the footwall crest, as well as within the footwall rock 
mass has been observed since the late 1980s. Thus, during the last three decades the 
Kiirunavaara mine has experienced a slow but progressive fracturing and movement in the 
footwall rock mass. This deformation was described by Nilsson et al. (2015). It was 
hypothesised that the footwall fracturing can be subdivided into three groups; (I) on levels 
320-740 m the extent of fracturing into the footwall seemed to be controlled by natural pre-
existing discontinuities. (II) At deeper levels a circular shear/step path failure was inferred. 
The step-path was postulated to be activated by rock mass heave into the SLC zone 
somewhere above the current extraction level. Finally, (III) above level 320 m the fracture 
boundary was thought to intersect a sub-vertical structure which would daylight in the open 
pit slope, see Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Conceptual footwall fracturing (Nilsson et al., 2015) 
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3. Seismic data 

3.1. Data set  
Due to the large quantity of seismic recordings throughout the mine a limited volume was 
selected for the purpose of this study. As it was opted to connect the study of the seismic data 
to on-site failure observations the mine profile Y23 (refer to Figure 3A) was chosen as the 
centre line of the studied block. The mine infrastructure is relatively dense on this coordinate 
which allows access to the rock mass on several levels. Seismic data was extracted for a 
polygonal volume incorporating the footwall and footwall/ore contact covering depths 
between level zero (“initial ground surface before mining”) and the mine level 1400 m. The 
width was set to 400 m centred on the profile Y23 resulting in a 200 m data collection zone 
on the north and south side of the model-profile respectively. With the imposed limitations 
the data constituted 35,119 localised events with local magnitudes between -4.2 and 1.7 
localised as shown in Figure 3 for the time period 2008-11-14 to 2014-02-13. Subsequent 
filtering and event analysis was performed using the IMS (Institute of Mine Seismology) 
software Vantage (IMS, 2014). 

 

Figure 3 Visualisation of spatial limitations imposed on seismic data, the grey rectangle 
outlines volumes affected by skip-operations, Figure D was modified following Nilsson 
et al. (2015) 
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3.2. Filtering of events 
The source parameters of the seismic events were calculated by IMS based on the seismic 
records and accessed in a standardised text format supplied by LKAB. Filtering and 
subsequent analysis of the supplied data was performed by the authors using Vantage.  

A cut-off value for the Es/Ep ratio of 10 was used to differentiate suspected shear-slip events 
within the data (e.g. Snelling et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014). Furthermore, a second cut-off 
value of Es/Ep 3 was applied to single out suspected tensile events (e.g. Hudyma & Potvin, 
2010; Xu et al., 2014). This filtering divided the data into three sets; Set 1 constituting the 
suspected shear-slip events (19 919 event localisations) with Es/Ep ratios above 10, Set 2 
constituting the suspected tensile events (3 520 event localisations) with Es/Ep ratios under 3, 
and Set 3 (complex events) with Es/Ep  with ratios between 3 and 10 (11 680 event 
localisations). 

Following the mine target of locating events with a local magnitude larger than -1.5 (Stöckel 
et al., 2013) a lower magnitude cut-off was applied at -1.5; this reduced Set 1 to 3 602 
events, Set 2 to 791 events, and Set 3 to 1 986 events. As can be noted from Figure 3 there 
seems to be two distinct areas of seismic activity; one near the production and footwall/ore 
contact and second, vertical column far into the footwall. The location of the far field 
column corresponds to the location of the mine skip shafts. Due to the likelihood of the far 
field data being generated by skip operations and not true mining-induced seismic events it 
was decided to further spatially constrain the data by excluding the column location from the 
sets. This resulted in Set 1 constituting 2 815 located events, Set 2 constituting 524 located 
events and, Set 3 constituting 1 636 located events which were then used for further analysis. 
The spatial distribution of the events after Es/Ep ratio and magnitude filtering is shown in 
Figure 4 (compare Figure 3B). The main event sources are located between levels 775 m and 
level 1400 m (data boundary) as indicated in Figure 3B.  
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Figure 4 Visualisation of spatial distribution of events after Es/Ep ratio and magnitude 
filtering, front view looking south with conceptual ore body and excavation levels in 
blue 

3.3. Event origin analysis 
So far the mechanisms underlying the different data sets have been referred to as suspected 
mechanisms. To strengthen the mechanism assumptions the data sets were plotted as 
Gutenberg-Richter graphs to study the statistical variations within the sets. Gutenberg-
Richter graphs, which were originally developed to study earthquake populations, have been 
found to be a valid format for study of acoustic emissions and micro-seismicity on scales 
ranging from laboratory to earthquakes (see e.g., Lockner, 1993). The data sets were 
automatically graphed and analysed using Vantage and the Gutenberg-Richter law 
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 where N is the number of events with magnitudes (M) larger than the lower 
cut-off magnitude (m) and a and b are constants indicating the level of activity and magnitude 
distribution, respectively, as developed by Gutenberg & Richter (1949). 

Data constituting Set 1 was found to most likely originate from shear-slip events based on the 
relatively high Es/Ep ratios. This conclusion was strengthened by the low b-value in Table 1 
found from the Gutenberg-Richter law as fault-slip events are often associated with b-values 
< 0.8 (Hudyma, 2008). Data constituting Set 2 was based on the low Es/Ep ratio likely to 
originate from tensile failure. Evaluation of the associated b-value in Table 1 confirms that 
the events are unlikely to originate from volumetric stress changes brought on by blasts for 
which a b-value > 1.2 would have been expected (Hudyma, 2008). Analysis of Set 3 by the 
Gutenberg-Richter law returns a b-value in between Set 1 and Set 2, which was as expected 
assuming the complex events contains major components of both shear-slip and tensile 
failure and thus not fitting either description while in fact being a combination of the two.  

Table 1 Results from Gutenberg-Richter graph analysis 

Set # Maximum local 
magnitude 

Number of 
events1  

a-value  
(per year) 

a-value  
(total) 

b-value Origin 
mechanism 

1 1.7 2815 1.66 2.380 0.713 (±0.01) Shear 
2 1.6 524 0.68 1.402 0.881 (±0.02) Tensile 
3 1.3 1636 1.33 2.049 0.777 (±0.01) Shear + 

tensile 
1Number of events with local magnitude exceeding -1.5 

Taking into account the number of total events, and the similar (non-relative) magnitude 
distributions of the event origin types, the predominant failure mechanism in the studied area 
could be argued to be of shear-slip origin as Set 1 (shear-slip) corresponds to 57%, Set 3 
(complex) 33% and, Set 2 (tensile) 10 % of the total number of events. It should be noted 
that the relative distribution might be influenced by the sensitivity of the seismic system as 
shear origin events in general tend to be of larger magnitude than tensile origin events. 
Performing a simple origin analysis, based on the Es/Ep ratio only, on the full set of events 
without application of the lower magnitude cut-off at -1.5 local magnitude did however not 
affect the relative distribution between the sets more than a few units of percentage.  

The a and b values of sets 1 and 3 are close in magnitude making the distinction between the 
event types uncertain. The separation is primarily based on the Es/Ep ratios and should serve 
as a conceptual transition rather than an explicit cut-off mark. Set 2 show proportionally 
much larger deviations in magnitudes for the a and b values compared to the other two sets 
(sets 1 and 3) which validates the distinction between events with shear components (sets 1 
and 3) and events with only a “pure” tensile component (set 2). 
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4. Numerical modelling and the influence of mining depth 
The seismic data dates from late 2008 to early 2014. During this time the studied block has 
been completely mined on three sequential excavation levels; level 935, 964, and 993 m. 
Level 935 m was mined during 2009 and 2010, level 964 m during 2011and 2012 and level 
993 m was in full production in 2013. The seismic data was filtered with respect to the time 
periods corresponding to the separate active mining levels to examine any temporal and 
spatial patterns related to the increase of mining depth. 

4.1. Analysis of tensile events 
Temporal filtering of Set 2 (tensile events) to pin-point temporal and spatial correlations 
revealed no obvious pattern. In Figure 5 the tensile event locations were plotted together 
with the corresponding excavation levels during the studied period with the simplified mine 
geometry as background. Events which were not localised in the footwall were marked grey 
to highlight the distribution within the footwall. The grey coloured events occurred within 
the mining area or in the SLC zone and are thus not directly related to damage progression 
in the footwall. Concentrating on the footwall events the spatial pattern indicated general 
load redistribution in the rock mass surrounding the mining area. There were some 
tendencies for event clustering at the intersection of the conceptual damage surface by 
Nilsson et al. (2015) and the footwall contact but the low event count did not allow for any 
possible correlation to be further pursued at this stage. As the tensile data constituted only 
about 10 % of the events and showed significant scatter in localisation attention was focused 
on the shear component events constituting the bulk of the data.  
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Figure 5 Spatial distribution of tensile origin events (pixels), events are coloured with 
respect to active mining level, events not localised in the footwall are marked grey, 
lowest line indicates the deepest installed geophones. The conceptual damage boundary 
was first presented by Nilsson et al. (2015) 

Due to the seismological similarities (b-value, shear-origin and maximum local magnitude) of 
the shear component sets (sets 1 and 3), combined with similar spatial and temporal patterns, 
the two sets were analysed together with no internal separation of the event types. In an 
attempt to understand the emerging patterns the seismic event locations were analysed in 
combination with numerical modelling.  

4.2. Numerical results 
The numerical study was based on a 2D DEM model constructed using the commercial code 
UDEC (Itasca, 2011). The dimensions of the model spanned 4000 m (width) by 2800 m 
(height) and a uniform edge length of 15 m was applied. The rock mass and cave rock were 
modelled using perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb material models. The cave rock was 
modelled as a low stiffness, density reduced material while the hangingwall, footwall, and ore 
body were modelled as rock mass without internal separation by properties. A total of 27 
excavation stages were modelled assuming a uniform SLC excavation height of 30 m per 
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stage simulating mining from level 300 (open pit bottom) to level 1110 m. After each 
excavation cycle any remaining void in the excavation area was refilled with cave rock, at the 
same time the hangingwall overlaying the excavation area was converted into cave rock to 
simulate caving. The models were calibrated with respect to observed damage in drifts 
through a parametric study using Mohr-Coulomb constitutive relations. The final rock mass 
properties are presented in Table 2. The principal stress orientations were set along the 
coordinate axes with the major horizontal stress perpendicular to the ore strike as validated 
by Sandström (2003). The details of the model setup and calibration procedure are reported 
by Nilsson et al. (2015). 

Table 2 Rock mass properties, adapted from Nilsson et al. (2015). 

Unit E  
(GPa) 

c 
(MPa)

  
( ) 

t 
(MPa) 

kn 
(GPa/m)

ks 

(GPa/m)

Rock mass 13 0.22 1.2 35 0.8 - - 
Caved rock 0.2 0.25 0 35 0 - - 
Ore contact1  - - 0 35 0 110 9 
1 Post excavation 

Stress difference pattern analysis
In Figures 6 to 8 the event locations are plotted in three stages corresponding to the three 
sequential main excavation levels active during the studied period, level 935, 964, and 993 
m. The events shown in Figure 8 correspond to mining during slightly more than one year 
in contrast to Figures 6 and 7 where each sample period correspond to two years of mining. 
The seismic event locations are overlaid on differential stress plots, visualising the magnitude 
difference between the maximum and minimum principal stress, for the corresponding 
excavation stages. In Figures 6 and 7 two clusters are clearly discernible. The first cluster is 
located in direct contact with the excavation level while the second cluster is located at a 
larger depth (>1200) and seems to be related to the footwall/ore contact. The first cluster is 
also visible in Figure 8. The upper cluster seems to follow the excavation level downward as 
mining depth increases, and notably, Figures 6 to 8 shows that the footwall events are 
concentrated inside and above the volume of increased principal stress difference (>20-30 
MPa). Outside the volume of increased principal stress difference the spatial pattern of event 
locations becomes more scattered as shown clearly in Figures 7 and 8. In Figure 6 the 
distribution of the event are more scattered than in Figures 7 and 8 with decreasing location 
density with increasing distance to the stress difference concentration. The deeper cluster 
below level 1200 is indicated below the lowest placed geophones and the location accuracy 
can thus be expected to be low. 
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Figure 6 Non-tensile event locations overlaid on principal stress difference plot for 
excavation level 935 during two years of mining, events not localised in the footwall are 
marked grey 

 

Figure 7 Non-tensile event locations overlaid on principal stress difference plot for 
excavation level 964 during two years of mining, events not localised in the footwall are 
marked grey 
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Figure 8 Non-tensile event locations overlaid on principal stress difference plot for 
excavation level 993 during one year of mining, events not localised in the footwall are 
marked grey 

Displacement pattern analysis
In Figures 9 to 11 the event locations are again plotted in three stages corresponding to the 
three main excavation levels active during the studied period outlined by simple isobar 
contours indicating the relative density of event locations. The isobars are also plotted 
together with relative displacement plots from the UDEC models visualising the relative 
magnitude of movement which followed since the excavation of the previous level down to 
the current e.g. from level 935 to 964 m or 964 to 993 m. The events and displacements 
shown in Figure 11 correspond to mining during slightly more than one year in contrast to 
Figures 9 and 10 where each period corresponds to two years of mining. As shown in 
Figures 9 to 11 and previously indicated in Figures 6 to 8, a cluster of seismic events seems to 
migrate with the mining level as it progresses deeper. The relative displacements between 
excavation steps become larger with increasing depths but are concentrated near the mining 
areas.  

Just as for the differential stress analysis the seismic events are concentrated in the highly 
disturbed areas. The cluster that was in Figures 6 to 8 shown to sit above the volume of 
increased stress difference is in Figure 9 to 11 shown to be correlated to the zones showing 
the highest relative rock mass displacements. It is also apparent that mobilisation of the 
footwall rock mass is concentrated near the mining level and that the upper footwall has 
come to a relative rest. This indication is supported by the near absence of seismic events 
above level 700 m. Damage mapping in drifts in the upper part of the footwall (above level 
700 m) indeed suggest mostly structurally controlled shearing and opening of pre-existing 
discontinuities such as natural joint sets and planes. The shear direction has been observed to 
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be sub-parallel to the ore dip and opening of structures in the upper most part of the wall 
have occurred in structures striking along the ore-strike. This type of movement neither 
seems to be well captured by the continuum model used nor does it seem to be clearly 
traceable by the current seismic study.  

 

Figure 9 (Left) Non-tensile event locations overlaid approximated event density isobars 
for excavation level 935, events not localised in the footwall are marked grey. (Right) 
Same Density isobars overlaid displacement plot for mining from level 907 to 935 m  

 

Figure 10 (Left) Non-tensile event locations overlaid approximated event density isobars 
for excavation level 964, events not localised in the footwall are marked grey. (Right) 
Same Density isobars overlaid displacement plot for mining from level 935 to 964 m 
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Figure 11 (Left) Non-tensile event locations overlaid approximated event density isobars 
for excavation level 993, events not localised in the footwall are marked grey. (Right) 
Same Density isobars overlaid displacement plot for mining from level 964 to 993 m 

5. Discussion 
The analysed seismic event locations do not form explicit bridging patterns which could be 
directly linked to observed damage. Even so, the concentrations of seismic event locations 
close to the mining level could be considered in the context of seismic softening of the rock 
mass as described for the Creighton mine by Snelling et al. (2013). Seismic softening was 
earlier indicated for the Kiirunavaara mine by Henry et al. (2001) and a general reduction in 
rock mass integrity below the excavation level was anticipated by Nilsson et al. (2015). The 
earlier damaged rock mass (Nilsson et al., 2015) is postulated to mobilise as the mining front 
passes the studied level due to loss of horizontal confinement resulting from replacing 
relatively stiff ore with low-stiffness cave rock from the hangingwall. 

Stress analyses show that clustering of seismic events could indicate areas of high differential 
stresses. The formation of the deep seated seismic cluster cannot be explained by the used 
continuum numerical model. It is however considered likely, based on the spatial location, 
that the cluster is related to some type of footwall/orebody interaction. The indicated 
location of the deep seated cluster (under level 1200 m) is also situated well below the 
boundary of the seismic system which reduces the location accuracy and entails a possible 
bias in event localisation. Further analysis of the lower cluster, such as possible correlations to 
development drifting below the excavation level was not performed within the scope of this 
paper. This limitation was imposed for two major reasons; (i) the cluster was indicated at the 
spatial boundary of the data and it could not be tracked in full and (ii) the cluster was 
indicated in a volume of low azimuthal coverage.  

Tensile origin events recorded in the studied area indicate the occurrence of brittle failures in 
form of fracture propagation through intact rock. The tensile events constituted only a minor 
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portion of the event cloud and the events were scattered throughout a relative large area. 
The location scattering indicate that brittle failure is not well confined to certain regions but 
is a sign of general stress changes in the footwall rock mass. Tendencies could be discerned 
for some clustering of tensile events at the intersection between the conceptual damage 
surface by Nilsson et al. (2015) and the SLC area but the low number of events makes the 
correlation uncertain. The indications for such correlations increase as mining came closer to 
the current main excavation level (level 993 m) and thus closer to the rock mass state used 
for estimating the conceptual boundary. However, the earlier recordings (from level 935 m) 
did not indicate a pattern that was interpreted as this boundary retreating upwards as would 
be expected from a strong correlation between the damage boundary and tensile events. 
Instead, the direction of the major virgin principal stress (perpendicular to the ore body) 
entails significant stress-redistribution in the footwall from the mining advance (Sandström, 
2003). Thus, brittle failures throughout the footwall rock mass with wide scattered tensile 
event locations would be expected.   

The non-tensile origin events were analysed with respect to numerically calculated 
displacements. The results indicate clustering of seismic events in volumes suffering large 
displacements. The relationship between mobilised wall regions and concentrations of 
seismicity was indicated also for the Palabora open pit by Moss et al. (2006). Rock mass 
movements resulting in the observed damages in the upper parts of the footwall were not 
well captured by the continuum based numerical model. These movements and rock falls 
could not be clearly traced by utilising the analysed seismic data. The baseline for tracking 
rock mass failure using seismic recordings is that fracture growth and slip is accompanied by 
distinct micro-seismicity (MS) which can be picked up by the seismic arrays. Intrinsic to this 
approach is that slip along a plane is discontinuous over time. Elastic strain energy 
accumulates over a slip surface until the surface yields and shears accompanied by the release 
of energy in form of MS. However, if the slip is constant and continuous over time very 
small amounts of elastic strain energy will accumulate. The energy released from small build-
ups will inherently also be small and likely falls below the recording threshold of the seismic 
arrays. A few available measurements of individual shearing structures on levels 320 and 
509 m do indicate continuous shear displacements in the order of a few to fractions of a 
millimetre per year. In addition, the relatively large distance from the seismic system, near 
the production level, to the upper part of the footwall inherently entails the low-magnitude 
micros-seismicity that is generated to attenuate before reaching the system. 

6. Conclusions 
Seismic data was extracted for a portion of the mine width and analysed with respect to 
event origin determined using Es/Ep ratios and b-values from Gutenberg-Richter graphs. 
The analyses points to the majority of the events to originate from shear-slip type failures. 
The predominance of shear-slip events below the main excavation level agrees with the 
arguments made by Nilsson et al. (2015) that step path/curved shear failure might be 
progressing between level 740 and the current main excavation level. However, it should be 
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noted that the purpose of this study was not to predict where seismic events are likely to 
occur. Rather the purpose was to use the recorded seismicity to track deformation and failure 
in the footwall rock mass. For this purpose, seismic records from a portion of the 
Kiirunavaara mine have been analysed in relation to numerically calculated stresses and 
displacements. It has been found through this study that: 

 Clustering of seismic events indicate areas of high differential stresses. 
 Tracing of a shear slip event by seismic events requires a sudden release of stored 

energy. Continuous sliding along discontinuities in the upper part of the footwall will 
not cause micro-seismicity with magnitudes large enough to be picked up by the 
seismic system. 

 A predominance of seismic events with Es/Ep ratios above 10 indicates that the main 
failure mode of the rock mass below level 700 is shear dominated. The second largest 
group of events contains both shear-slip and volumetric failure components.  

 The analyses have not revealed a direct correlation between seismic location data and 
observed damage resulting from large scale deformations. It is postulated that the 
seismic events lead to a softening of the rock mass, which, in turn, allows increased 
rock mass deformation on higher levels. 
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